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What Germany
gets wrong

In recent years liberals have lauded Germany as a 
model for other countries to emulate. It has forged 
Europe’s most successful economy, accepted millions 
of refugees and, in an era of atavistic nationalism, 

learned from its history. Rather than building a German-
ised Europe, it has sought a Europeanised Germany. 

For progressives, who invariably seek utopias, this is 
a comforting narrative. Brexit Britain, they suggest, need 
only learn from the continent’s political and economic 
powerhouse. But in reality, Germany is far from the  
exemplar that its boosters claim. 

The war in Ukraine is one of the biggest tests that the 
European Union has faced since its creation. Yet rather 
than showing leadership, Germany has floundered. At 
the outset of the war, Olaf Scholz, the Social Demo-
cratic chancellor, appeared to understand the gravity of 
the moment. He promised to create a €100bn special 
defence fund to compensate for the underinvestment 
in Germany’s military of previous decades, and spoke of 
a Zeitenwende – the dawn of a new era. 

In Ukraine’s hour of need, however, the forces of con-
servatism have reasserted themselves. Despite months 
of entreaties from Kyiv, Mr Scholz dithered on sending 
Leopard 2 battle tanks or approving their transfer by 
other states. That he delayed for so long shows an utter 
failure of the European leadership and responsibility 
that Berlin likes to profess. 

In his interview with Bruno Maçães on page 18, Olek-
siy Danilov, Ukraine’s national security adviser, damn-
ingly observes: “Weak people always come up with ex-
cuses in order not to act.” And as our columnist Wolfgang 
Münchau writes on page 25, Germany “has a long his-
tory of fence-sitting in international conflicts... This is 
not just a political preference. It is a business model.” 

Germany’s lucrative trade and energy ties with Russia 
and China have consistently distorted its foreign policy 
priorities. Gerhard Schröder, one of Mr Scholz’s Social 
Democratic predecessors, became an outright apologist 
for Vladimir Putin, as he garnered almost $1m a year 
through his ties to Russian energy companies. But even 
the sainted Angela Merkel put commerce before ethics. 

It was her government that maintained the construction 
of Nord Stream 2, a new pipeline from Russia, even as 
Mr Putin annexed Crimea and bankrolled the despotic 
Assad regime in Syria’s long civil war. 

When Donald Trump warned in his speech at the 2018 
UN General Assembly that “Germany will become to-
tally dependent on Russian energy if it does not imme-
diately change course”, he was mocked by the seated 
German delegation. But on this occasion it was Mr Trump 
who was vindicated. 

Though Mr Trump exaggerated his case, by the time 
of the invasion of Ukraine, Germany was dependent on 
Russia for 55 per cent of its natural gas, 45 per cent of its 
coal and around 35 per cent of its oil. Rather than diver-
sifying the country’s energy supply, Mrs Merkel narrowed 
it by committing to the closure of all 17 of Germany’s 
nuclear power plants following the 2011 Fukushima dis-
aster in Japan. As a consequence, Germany became 
Europe’s worst major polluter.

This is far from the only aspect of Mrs Merkel’s lega-
cy that aged poorly. In the early 2010s, by imposing aus-
terity on the eurozone, she immiserated Greece and 
depressed growth and living standards across the con-
tinent. Her dogmatic balanced budget rule, which out-
lawed deficits of more than 0.35 per cent of GDP, has 
left Germany with outdated infrastructure, most notably 
in the digital sector. Low-wage employment and inequal-
ity have proliferated and businesses have struggled  to 
adapt to a new economic era. And her inflexibility helped 
create the conditions in Britain for Brexit. 

It does not follow that other countries have nothing 
to learn from Germany. Its people enjoy significantly 
higher living standards than their British counterparts 
and its workers are far more productive. It has forged 
and maintained a successful multi-ethnic democracy 
and embraced a new civic national identity. 

But those who champion the German model too often 
suggest that its achievements are unique and simply 
ignore its failures. Rather than imploring other countries 
to learn from Germany, they should occasionally reflect 
on what others can teach it. 

Germany’s 
lucrative trade 
and energy ties 
with Russia  
have consistently 
distorted its 
foreign policy
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Stephen Flynn, the leader of the SNP’s 
Westminster faction, confesses that he was “a bit 
of a troublemaker” at school. The 34-year-old’s 
recollection of his teenage antics certainly make 

Theresa May’s disclosure that her naughtiest act was 
running through fields of wheat look tame. “We used to 
create wrestling rings with the hay bales, which the 
farmers absolutely detested,” he said, recalling his early 
years in Dundee and Brechin. “We’d put [the bales] 
together and have a big rammy in the middle,  
re-enacting WWF [World Wrestling Federation].”

Flynn, who has enjoyed a rapid rise since his election 
as MP for Aberdeen South in 2019, has no intention of 
avoiding a political “rammy” in the SNP’s quest to 
achieve independence for Scotland. His early Commons 
appearances have shown him to be a more direct and 
confrontational politician than his predecessor, Ian 
Blackford, whom he replaced in December in what has 
been described as a coup. 

The contest to succeed Blackford, a staunch ally 

Interview 

Stephen Flynn and the 
SNP’s Westminster wars

By Rachel Wearmouth
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of Nicola Sturgeon, exposed the SNP’s internal 
divisions and followed repeated attempts to oust 
Blackford by MPs. The independence movement is 
increasingly restless and divided, and some believed 
that Blackford had “gone native”, enjoying the 
Westminster game too much. But Flynn rejects  
this characterisation.

How will his approach differ?
“I’m quite an assertive person,” he said, when we 

met at his office in Westminster one January morning.  
“I think that must come across in my speeches in the 
chamber and on broadcast media. I want to be  
on the front foot. I want to be talking about the future. 
I want us to be focused entirely on how we get out of 
this place [Westminster], and talk about democracy 
and how, on Brexit, the Tories and Labour are one  
and the same.” 

Polling last year found that 72 per cent of Scottish 
voters would now vote Remain, and the end of free 
movement has hurt businesses in the nation. 

The other, perhaps riskier, flashpoint for the SNP is 
trans rights; on 16 January the UK government blocked 
legislation passed by the Scottish Parliament that 
would make it easier for transgender people to 
self-identify. Flynn believes the party has little choice 
but to “stand firm” on the issue. “I’m pretty saddened 
by the way the bill has been portrayed. It’s not about 
the constitution. This is about some of the most 
marginalised people in society and trying to make life 
just a little bit better for them. The democratically 
elected Scottish Parliament legislated to allow that to 
happen, cross-party – Tory members, SNP members, 
Labour members, Lib Dem members, Green members 
all supported this legislation.”

Flynn says he would not have amended the bill, 
despite the concerns of gender-critical feminists about 
women’s safety and women-only spaces.

“I don’t think anything in the entire debate wasn’t 
covered at Holyrood. What was forgotten by a lot of the 
politicians is that we are talking about people here, our 
fellow humans. I really hope that these folk don’t end up 
being a political football. Those who have a culture war 
agenda to seek are quite keen for that to happen.”

Politics was not a career path Flynn envisioned 
taking as a teenager. The son of an engineer and 
a nurse, he describes his upbringing as working 
class though not deprived. The father-of-two 

wanted to be a PE teacher, but that ambition ended 
when, aged 14, he discovered he had avascular necrosis, 
a painful and debilitating condition where bone tissue 
dies because of a lack of blood supply. “Essentially, the 
blood stops flowing through the tip of your thigh bone, 
so when you’re walking your bone can basically break 
off. I was in secondary school and I jumped down six 
stairs and collapsed. It changed my perspective on who 
I was and what I should do with my life, because I was 
disabled for 18 years.”

It was almost a year before Flynn, who had a 
“life-changing” hip replacement operation in 2020, 
received a diagnosis. Fragments of bone were reaching 
his knee, causing excruciating pain. “I missed a lot of 

school, I spent a lot of time in bed. Looking back on 
that time, I was probably pretty depressed because 
everything I thought I wanted to be was taken away.  
All my mates were leaving school, going to do 
apprenticeships or getting jobs and I didn’t have that 
option because I was carting around on crutches.  
And I just thought, ‘I need to do something,’ so I picked 
up a book and read.”

His new-found passion for reading led him to  
study history and politics, and a postgraduate degree 
in international relations and security studies, both  
at Dundee University. He later worked as a shop 
assistant at Tesco, where he was an Usdaw union shop 
steward, and was elected to Aberdeen City Council in 
2015; he became SNP group leader on the council the 
following year.

In another era, one could easily imagine Flynn as a 
Labour MP, but he says his politics were shaped by the 
Iraq War and the “huge disconnect” between Tony 
Blair’s New Labour government and Scotland.

Flynn was 21 when David Cameron and George 
Osborne entered Downing Street in 2010, and his 
opposition to the Union grew during the austerity  
years. “It just plummeted from there and everything I 
thought just crystallised into reality. I was always going 
to end up a nationalist but Labour lost me, and a lot of 
people like me, due to its own mistakes in government 
– mistakes which I think, with all due respect, Keir 
Starmer is replicating.”

By this, Flynn means that Labour’s message is 
“identical to the Conservative Party” on Brexit,  
trans rights and, he adds, a second independence 
referendum. But the SNP has problems of its own.  
The party is increasingly divided over its independence 
strategy, with some gradualists anxious that using the 
next UK general election as a de facto referendum on 
independence could backfire. Flynn defends this stance 
because he believes it will offer Scots a vote on the 
Union “sooner rather than later”. 

During our conversation he denied his ascent to the 
leadership of the SNP in Westminster was driven by a 
desire for more freedom from Sturgeon and 
Edinburgh. “My colleagues in Holyrood – and rightly 
so – are focused on delivering in government, but our 
job down here is to ensure the damage being done by 
the Conservatives is picked up on in the loudest 
possible way.” Flynn says that Mhairi Black, his 
youthful and outspoken deputy, shares his drive and 
restlessness for change. “Mhairi is one of the most 
engaging people in politics. When she speaks, people 
stop and listen.”

What next for Stephen Flynn, this man in a hurry? His 
ultimate aim, of course, is to “walk arm in arm” with his 
SNP colleagues out of Westminster after Scotland has 
voted for independence. But in the meantime, he also 
has one eye on Holyrood and, presumably, a role in the 
Scottish government. “Anyone who’s elected for the SNP 
wants to be in Scotland’s national parliament, which is 
not in Westminster – it’s in Edinburgh.” 

Read Chris Deerin on “The tragedy of Nicola Sturgeon”  
at newstatesman.com

“Our job in 
Westminster 
is to ensure 
the damage 
being done by 
the Tories is 
picked up on 
in the loudest 
possible way”
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I headed to the World Economic Forum in Davos  
in mid-January, where Keir Starmer and I told the 
many different figures we met that with Labour in 
government Britain will be open for business once 

again. After we strapped on our snow boots and went 
up into the mountains – where I was trying desperately 
not to slip over and make a fool of myself in front of 
the waiting cameras – we found our message was 
warmly received, which certainly helped with the 
bone-chilling -14°C temperatures.

Our trip, filled with formal World Economic Forum 
events and meetings with foreign counterparts, UK 
business leaders and global corporations, was a stark 
reminder that confidence in Britain’s global leadership 
and our investment potential has taken a serious knock 
in recent years. The UK accounted for about 8 per cent 
of global foreign direct investment (FDI) from 1997 to 
2010 – but since 2010 that has halved, to 4 per cent.  
Not only that, but in 2021 the UK accounted for just  
1.7 per cent of world FDI, the worst result since 1990.

Mission critical
Keir and I were there to talk about our Green Prosperity 
Plan, our mission to invest in the climate transition  
and in our energy security – just as a row was brewing 
between the US and the EU about subsidies in low- 
carbon industries of the future. We know one country 
is going to be the global leader when it comes to electric 
cars, renewables and the technology we need to fight 
climate breakdown. Why shouldn’t it be Britain?

The Conservatives are holding us back, with  
Grant Shapps, the Business Secretary, taking the stage 
at a Confederation of British Industry event to say that 
action in these areas is “dangerous”.

I’ll tell him what’s dangerous: doing nothing.  
Labour will deliver a zero-carbon power system by 
2030 and start a programme of home insulation to  
kit out 19 million draughty homes with the energy-
efficient retrofit they need. It’s part of our plan to 
restore economic growth, create jobs and bring in 
global investment – all built on the rock of economic 
stability and certainty. 

Windfalls of war 
It’s not just opportunities that our Green Prosperity 
Plan will help us grasp. It will give us the tools we need 
to meet the greatest everyday challenge that people 
face: energy bills. It’s more than a year now that we’ve 
been talking about the cost-of-living crisis. More than 
a year of families and businesses watching the outlook 
get bleaker, of enduring constant stress with no end in 
sight – under a government that lacks any basic agility, 
competency or strength to take this on. Most of the 
time, it just makes the situation worse.

In January 2022 I first suggested a one-off windfall 
tax on energy giants to stop families suffering from 
soaring costs. But the Conservatives’ effort contains 
big tax breaks for fossil fuel investments that cancel 
out the government’s tax take. The enormous profits 
of the energy companies are windfalls of war. It is 
unjustifiable for them not to go towards footing the 
growing energy bills that families continue to face 
partly as a result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

Beyond the quick fix 
A day after I returned to London from Davos, I spoke 
at the Fabians’ New Year conference in London. I 
talked about how Labour would get rid of the holes in 
the Conservative government’s windfall tax, raising  
it to the same level as Norway to stop the price cap 
going up in April and to help businesses with energy 
bills too. 

We have to move beyond sticking plasters,  
however. A Green Prosperity Plan won’t just help us 
create the jobs of the future; it will boost our energy  
security, meaning we’re less reliant on dictators  
such as Vladimir Putin. It will make bills cheaper every  
year, not just this year. And, crucially, it will help us 
curb climate change. 

The crisis up close
It was an unusual week that allowed me to see both 
sides of how we can tackle this enormous economic 
challenge. I’ll soon be back to my usual schedule and 
up in Leeds, where my constituents continue to face 
the reality of that crisis. 

With the government absent from the cost-of-living 
conversation, and mired yet again in sleaze, I know it 
will be left to Labour to sort out this crisis. 

We’ll be ready to open up Britain for business, to get 
our economy growing, and to tackle the cost-of-living 
crisis. Those are our priorities, and it’s a message I’ll 
continue to shout from the hilltops. 

Rachel Reeves is the shadow chancellor of the Exchequer 
and MP for Leeds West

The Diary

One country 
is going to 
lead the world 
in renewables 
and green 
technology – 
why shouldn’t 
it be Britain?

At Davos, there are two 
challenges: fixing the 
global economy, and 

walking in snow boots

By Rachel Reeves
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Bret Easton Ellis has told me how to write a sex 
scene. He doesn’t understand why novelists are 
so scared of them. Hotness can only be 
achieved by “sparingly written, stripped down” 

prose. Ornate euphemisms are the writer’s enemy. “She 
doesn’t need to have a ‘love purse’…” sighed Ellis. “He 
doesn’t have to unsheathe his ‘giant purple sword’ and 
put it into her ‘love purse’…”

Ellis’s new novel The Shards was recently described 
by a prudish American newspaper as “his sexiest ever”. 
Few of Ellis’s books are complete without descriptions 
of sex, drug-taking, murders, Los Angeles and music. 
Each is present in The Shards, which follows an 
unreliable narrator called “Bret Easton Ellis” through 
his final year of high school in 1981. Ellis, an aspiring 
writer, becomes fascinated by a serial killer called “the 
Trawler”. People disappear without explanation. And 
then the Trawler starts stalking Ellis’s friends.

Before the publication of The Shards, Ellis – the US’s 
foremost literary pessimist – hadn’t written a novel for 
13 years. He spent the last decade trying to crack 
Hollywood, or “the casino” as he called it. Four years 
ago it all blew up in his face. (Ellis did not say how.) 

He wrote his first novel, about a boy who wakes up 
as a pancake, when he was aged ten. It was not 
published. Unperturbed, the prodigy announced 
himself with the bestseller Less Than Zero (1985), a short 

Encounter

“Wokeness is running  
out of room”

Bret Easton Ellis on  
life as a literary bad boy

By Will Lloyd
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novel about glazed LA teens who take too much 
cocaine. Ellis was 21, still at Bennington College in 
Vermont, when he became the voice of a generation. 
He never shook the burden that comes with that 
moniker, even as classmates from Bennington – such as 
Jonathan Lethem and Donna Tartt – became 
successful novelists too. Less Than Zero took Ellis eight 
weeks to finish. He has been living with its 
consequences for more than 40 years.

Ellis’s morbid reputation was confirmed by American 
Psycho (1991). A deadpan satire of Wall Street, it was so 
shocking, so teeming with chainsaws, rape and 
mutilation that Norman Mailer – a man who once 
stabbed his own wife – called for it to be examined, 
pre-publication, by a “panel of respected novelists”. 
That learned panel never gathered around a table and 
American Psycho sold more than a million copies. In 2000 
it was adapted into a meme-generating cult movie 
starring Christian Bale. From the novel’s publication 
Ellis was damned – the nasty literary bad boy. 

Ellis knows that “being controversial and being 
hated” has kept his career going, even when it has cost 
him publishing deals. (The Shards is being published in 
the UK by the independent Swift Press, not Picador, 
Ellis’s previous house.) Literary critics have never rated 
him and literary prizes have eluded him. Many novels, 
according to Ellis, are little more than “writers 
masturbating into a hand mirror”. He calls the literary 
world, with some justice, “bullshit”. 

The Shards is not bullshit. It’s an act of 
remembrance, set in Ellis’s youth – what Anthony 
Powell might have dreamed up if he and his friends had 
been born in California in the Sixties, rather than 
Edwardian England. It radiates regret; for all the 
novel’s slipperiness, it seems authentic and sorrowful.

It surprised Ellis. “A book can be hiding for a long 
time,” he said. The idea behind The Shards – that writers 
and serial killers can behave in oddly similar ways – had 
been bothering him since he was 18. Finally, when the 
Covid lockdown happened, a way of translating the 
idea into a novel “dropped into my lap”.

In person, I expected Ellis to be duplicitous. He 
appeared over video call, looking older than his voice 
sounded on the phone – his hair white against the grey 
backdrop of his office wall in Los Angeles. Even 
friends, such as the novelist Jay McInerney, have called 
him a “chronic liar”. For all its sincerity, Ellis described 
The Shards as a “trickster book”. He is drawn to “hidden 
narrators”. Why are they hiding what they’re hiding? 
And what, as each book suggests, is Ellis hiding? 

I was about to try and dredge some secrets out of 
him when our conversation was interrupted. Ellis burst 
into a character-breaking laugh. He had received a text 
from Liz, his interior designer. “I told her that I couldn’t 
afford these cabinets,” he said, giggling. “They were 
too expensive. I can’t do it Liz, I said, Liz, I can’t do it.” 

The cabinet maker had just returned with a lower 
offer. The prized cabinets were within his reach, but 
Ellis said he felt terrible. “That’s his work, you know?”

Aren’t you supposed to be the prince of darkness, I 
suggested. How can you feel guilty over paying less for 
some cabinets? Take the offer. “I feel guilty about it!” 

Ellis knows 
that “being 
controversial 
and being 
hated” has 
kept his 
career going

Ellis began speaking in a silly falsetto, swivelled on his 
chair and laughed. He bit his lip. “Finally, I have a bit of 
extra income so we can afford the cabinets.” 

We had left the pristine atmosphere of Ellis’s art. 
“This is the glamorous life – the life of the literary bad 
boy,” he said, launching into an affectionate description 
of some new shower heads he had bought recently.

The party goer has become someone whose heart 
beats faster to news from his interior designer. In The 
Shards his fictional alter-ego describes himself as “a 
man who stayed a child”. In real life Ellis is a man who 
watches chefs “silently cutting steak up for a nice 
tartare” on the Food Network channel. Not a perpetual 
child but a domesticated middle-aged man, living with 
his partner, Todd Michael Schultz, and peacefully 
habituated to life’s minor sadnesses. “I’m just keeping it 
real in my own solitary life as I age into decrepitude.”

Ellis thinks this is a moment of political 
withdrawal. “Wokeness is running out of room. 
Everything runs out of room.” In 2019 he released 
White, an anti-woke, memoir-jeremiad against 

“likeability culture”, which made its author seem very 
unlikeable indeed. For somebody so equivocal – Ellis 
begins half his spoken sentences with “I don’t know” – 
fighting the culture wars was always likely to end badly. 
There is no room for nuance on those battlefields. 

He is done with the outbursts. The main point Ellis 
made back then – that the media’s “hysterical” 
obsession with Donald Trump achieved nothing – has 
held up well. He would rather watch his cookery shows 
than CNN. “I’m tired of it,” he said. “I’ve moved away 
from that conversation.”  

Away, and through The Shards, back into himself. The 
words “I remember” appear countless times in the book. 
Remembering, for Ellis as he approaches his 60th 
birthday next year, is a narcotic. Out with the cocaine, in 
with an auto-fictional excavation of his past. 

When he was growing up in Sherman Oaks in the 
San Fernando Valley, Ellis had a dog called Shingy. The 
dog was old and depressed. Shingy tried to end it all in 
the family’s pool. “It simply sank to the bottom, not 
wanting to live any more. My sister screamed: Shingy’s 
at the bottom of the pool!”

Ellis acted the scene out: the plummeting dog, the 
howls of his sister, then his own dive into the water. 
Shingy, blind and wet, loped back to the kitchen “by 
scent and found his pillow and lied down”. Who the 
hell is this sweet man and what has he done with Bret 
Easton Ellis? The chasm between his print voice and the 
pet-saver bewildered me. I couldn’t tell if he was being 
serious. Where is the satirist? The bastard? I feared we 
had gone too far off-brand, so I threw him a soft ball. 

“Are human beings ultimately alone?”
“Yes,” said Ellis. His tone was venomous, as if it was 

the stupidest question that he had ever been asked – 
and that it had an obvious answer. I didn’t quite believe 
his reply, but I let him have it. For Brett Easton Ellis to 
write he needs to imagine that everything is worse than 
it actually is. He needs to look at the world and see 
sadness everywhere. The Shards is his latest, most 
gorgeous exploration of that lie. 
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Politics
Labour thinks it has solved the Brexit 
conundrum but will not rejoin the EU  

News from January: leaders  
ended up in the wrong place.  
In national leadership, there is 
outward facing and inward 

facing: speaking for your people outside 
your borders and speaking to them. 
Political leaders need to be speaking 
frequently to their electorate, on whom 
they depend. But they also need to talk  
in their electorate’s interests to the  
world’s big forces.

Both are essential. The more trouble a 
country is in, the more important being 
outward facing becomes. Think of 
Volodymyr Zelensky: yes, he must rally the 
Ukrainian people, sustaining morale; but 
even more, he needs to rally the West to 
supply weapons, money and solidarity. 
That was why he addressed Davos, the 
Swiss resort that hosts the World Economic 
Forum, via video link on 18 January.

I wasn’t there this year, but I’ve been 
before, rubbing claws with the other scaly 
lizard people, swapping recipes with the 
globalist conspirators for cooking and 
eating the children of the workers. Or 
something. My memories are a tad hazy. 
They were revived, however, by Emily 
Maitlis and Jon Sopel on their podcast  
The News Agents, describing a late-night 
drinks event in a swanky Davos chalet. 
Princess Beatrice was in one corner, while 
in another Tony Blair was sitting with  
Keir Starmer, as Blair’s former staff scurried 
busily about to find CEOs for an audience 
with the Labour leader. And I thought, 
“Yes, that’s exactly what it’s like.”

The point is that Starmer was there, 
when you might have expected the 
opposition leader to be out on the stump, 
somewhere in the north; and Rishi Sunak 

wasn’t there because he was doling out 
money in Morecambe. The Downing Street 
narrative might briefly have seemed 
perfect: snooty metropolitan Labour 
leader having après-ski cocktails with the 
global elite, while their man was down and 
basic with the Lancashire folks.

And yet, somehow that’s not how it all 
came out. Sunak had to pay a fine for not 
wearing his seatbelt while filming a video 
for social media in the back of a car; heard 
protests by Tory MPs whose backyards 
hadn’t got levelling-up handouts; and is 
now struggling with yet more Westminster 
sleaze and backscratching allegations, 
around the party chairman Nadhim 
Zahawi’s tax affairs and the chair of the 
BBC, Richard Sharp.

Asked a “trick” question by Emily 
Maitlis about whether he preferred Davos 
or Westminster, Starmer, meanwhile, didn’t 
miss a beat before replying: “Davos. 
Because Westminster is too constrained. 
And, you know, it’s closed… Once you get 
out of Westminster, whether it’s Davos or 
anywhere else, you actually engage with 
people that you can see working with in 
the future. Westminster is just a… tribal 
shouting place.” 

I found that fascinating, not only 
because Starmer – who is swelling in 
confidence like a comedian whose jokes 

are working at last – genuinely seems to 
loathe Westminster, but because of his 
unabashed glee in talking to decision-
makers from outside British politics. It’s 
the difference between liking politics and 
wanting to govern.

Davos 2023 was an important moment 
for Starmer and for Rachel Reeves, the 
shadow chancellor. They met CEOs and 
European ministers and found themselves 
taken seriously as long-term partners.  
For them, the scariest thing about the 
(overstated) anti-British mood at Davos 
was the expected impact of President 
Biden’s $369bn Inflation Reduction Act 
and the EU’s rejoinder – the Net-Zero 
Industry Act, announced by Ursula von der 
Leyen on 17 January. Here were two 
gargantuan heaves towards a green energy 
revolution on both sides of the Atlantic, 
sucking up capital and excluding Britain.

Labour has its own green prosperity 
plan on a similar timetable to the EU’s. But 
the biggest hole in its economic thinking 
has been how to get growth while being 
firmly locked out of European markets 
because of Brexit. Starmer has dead-batted 
the issue by confirming Britain would not 
return to either the customs union or the 
single market. Now, at last, the “however” 
is emerging from the Swiss mists.

Though unrepentant Rejoiners,  
many of them Blairites, denounce 
Starmer for betrayal, his political 
argument against reopening even 

quasi-membership of the EU is strong.  
It would be a gift to the Tories. Senior 
Labour people in “Red Wall” constituencies 
assure me that returning to the customs 
union would certainly lose them their  
seats; “respect” from MPs for voters  
trumps economics. But on the economics, 
imagine just how long, divisive and  
chaotic negotiations about returning to  
the EU would be – and how off-putting  
for potential investors.

Ending the perception of chaos is 
Labour’s strongest card. At Davos, Starmer 
and Reeves listened to endless criticism of 
the government from investors who 
consider the Tories flaky – they hear 
muttering about an attempted coup against 
Sunak by Boris Johnson and roll their eyes. 
Business craves stability and a British 
government that isn’t fighting with itself 
and which investors can expect to be there 
for a decade. If Labour wins with, say, a 
40-seat majority, some of the missing 
investment will come whistling back.

But that, of itself, isn’t nearly enough  
for a credible growth strategy, particularly 
if the big money is going to the US and  
the EU. A range of shadow ministers, 

If Labour wins with, 
say, a 40-seat majority, 
missing investment will 
come whistling back
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including Jonathan Reynolds (business) 
and Nick Thomas-Symonds (trade), as 
well as Reeves and Starmer, have been 
discussing how to unlock frictionless trade 
from outside the EU. The Germans have 
been particularly helpful and engaged.

Starmer and Reeves’ answer is to 
negotiate sector by sector and accept the 
need for a dynamic alignment with EU 
standards. Most of these EU rules or 
standards remain very similar to British 
ones, are in effect global standards, and 
were set originally with British involvement. 
This wouldn’t work for the City, financial 
services in the UK being simply too big to 
import EU regulations. But in agriculture, 
the pharmaceutical and chemical industries, 
veterinary standards, professional 
qualifications, cultural traffic and some 
areas of engineering, Labour is convinced 
there are many individual deals to be struck.

“Both sides understand the 
parameters,” one frontbencher told me. “If 
they say fine, but you have to have freedom 
of movement, they know we can’t accept 
that. But they are talking seriously. We have 
no problem with dynamic alignment.” 

If Labour wins I would expect a slew of 
specific London-Brussels treaties to be 
negotiated, quite quickly, from outside the 
customs union and single market. 

On growth, Starmer also believes a more 
active government working, for instance, to 
clear the bureaucratic blockages and 
planning delays for onshore wind farms and 
other green infrastructure will help. 
He will probably inherit a radically lower 
inflationary outlook, though not the benign 
economic situation Tony Blair enjoyed 
when he arrived in office. Labour, like the 
Tory Party, emphasises a stronger and 
tighter defence and security relationship to 
open a deeper friendship with the EU – but 
then wants to go significantly further. 

But sorting the Northern Ireland 
protocol is seen as an essential second 
step before dynamic alignment can occur 
in suitable parts of the exporting economy. 
It all depends on goodwill inside the EU – 
but again, here, Labour may be lucky: after 
the last few years, European politicians 
want to regularise relations.

Most of what happens in Davos is very 
boring. But it’s a weird moneyed huddle 
where you can wet a finger and sense 
the wind changing. This year European 
politicians and bankers are focusing on the 
likelihood of a Labour government. It’s not 
a solid bet. If there is one thing Labour’s 
really good at, it’s finding new ways to lose 
a winning position. Still, Davos ’23 was a 
moment. I wonder whether Rishi Sunak 
now rather wishes he had gone there, not 
to Morecambe, after all. 

The NS 
Podcast
The twice-weekly 

politics podcast

Join Andrew Marr, Anoosh Chakelian and guests 
as they discuss the latest in UK politics. The debrief 
you need to understand what’s really happening in 

Westminster and beyond.

New episodes Tuesdays and Fridays. Send your 
questions to podcasts@newstatesman.co.uk

Scan here to discover our podcasts
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Emergency care

As a former chair of an NHS primary care 
trust, I welcome the thrust of your medical 
editor’s analysis (“How to save the NHS”,  
20 January), but he omits two key problems.

First, there has only ever been one 24/7 
open-access channel in the NHS: the A&E 
departments. This is why people who are 
not an acute clinical emergency end up 
self-referring, or being dumped there by 
ambulances. Dr Whitaker also describes 
“out of hours” services – harking back  
to the “working day” hours applicable 
when general practice was adopted back  
in the 1940s. Today’s society has different 
working and lifestyle patterns, and 
expectations of when and how the patient 
can access primary care. The 111 service  
is a cheap, useless substitute.

The answer is to replace GP practices 
and “out of hours” services with local 
patient self-referral centres. Labour took a 
tentative step in this direction with “walk-in 
centres”, but Cameron et al soon scrapped 
those. Crucially, such primary (or initial 
triage) centres must be multidisciplinary-
practitioner based, with immediate access 
to diagnostic equipment, results and so 
forth. District general hospitals should  
be replaced with specialist centres 
handling, for example, the very different 
demands of trauma injury or preventative 
cardio interventions.

Unfortunately, the public understands 
little of these problems, thanks in part  
to the inanity of our political debates.  
And the resource implications (for estate, 
equipment and staffing) of such changes 
are significant, to say the least.
John Crawley, Beverley, East Yorkshire

Phil Whitaker’s piece was incisive, but 
shuffling the barley loaves and fishes is not 
enough. The system needs more money. He 
quoted Age UK’s research on cuts to social 
care in the past ten years. There is much 
more evidence: I have seen it myself in more 
than 50 years of working in the sector – 
tellingly now called the “industry”. It means 
more taxation. Let’s not pretend otherwise. 
Phil Madden, Abergavenny

I don’t know of anyone besides  
Phil Whitaker who could get such 
comprehensive sense into a four-page 
piece. The strategy and messages so 
succinctly set out should be sent to 
whoever might have influence and  
whoever might be cheered by it, as I was.  

Enough of this current mess. 
Susan Stopforth, London SW15

Shine a light

It was great to see light shone by Will Dunn 
on the Tory and Brexit Party donor 
Christopher Harborne (Newsmaker,  
20 January). It’s baffling how the grand 
schemes hatched by such figures manage 
to gain such traction when their motives 
are so visibly self-serving.
Councillor Dave McElroy, Reading, Berkshire

The Staffs connection

Reading Jason Cowley’s column (Editor’s 
Note, 20 January), I was reminded that, 
apart from their respective senses of 
disillusionment after leaving the editor’s 
chair at the New Statesman, both the late 
Paul Johnson and Steve Platt grew up  
in Stoke-on-Trent. Johnson grew up  
in Burslem, as recalled in his memoir  
The Vanished Landscape: A 1930s Childhood  
in the Potteries, and Platt in Longton. Platt, 
indeed, paraphrased NWA’s album title 
Straight Outta Compton by describing 
himself on social media as being “Straight 
Outta Longton”. 
Richard Briand, Leek, Staffordshire

Cairngorms condescension

The suggestion by Robert Macfarlane that 
Nan Shepherd’s writing compensated for 
the lack of sexuality in her life, as related  
by Alice Vincent (The Critics, 20 January), 
angered me. I wonder what this means for 
Macfarlane’s own somewhat purple nature 

Letter of the week
The decline of general practice

letters@newstatesman.co.uk

Phil Whitaker (Cover Story, 20 January) is right that the priority 
should be the re-creation of GP services. The importance of 
primary care was described in a 1989 BMJ article titled “The 
Gatekeeper and the Wizard”. Briefly, the Gatekeeper (the GP) uses 
inexpensive methods to refer only the few patients who need the 
expensive magic at the hospital. Everyone else is looked after well 
by the GP. This analogy fitted the NHS until the end of the century, 

but the main point was the Gatekeeper shouldn’t try to be a Wizard, and vice-versa.
Today, there is an over-reliance on hospitals. Sadly, a properly resourced and 

cost-effective network of GPs and primary care teams will not be reappearing any 
time soon. Many of the other tribes in the NHS (consultants, hospital managers, 
nurses) are much better at pleading for resources, and not many doctors want to 
be a GP any more. When politicians think NHS, they see hospitals, despite 90 per 
cent of all patient contacts occuring outside of hospitals, and money is flowing to 
the wrong destinations. Without huge reform and investment the reinvention of 
traditional British general practice is unlikely. It is perhaps already a memory. 
David Rance, former GP partner, Saffron Walden, Essex
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writing? Give me the stark erudite style of 
Mark Cocker, the poetry of Kathleen Jamie 
and the sincerity of Nan Shepherd. 
Hilary Bumstead, Isle of Skye

@ brianklaas
Brian Klaas, academic and author
Certain kinds of jobs are magnets to 
abusive people who want power. The key 
is to design recruitment schemes in much 
more thoughtful ways that attract public 
servants – with a lot more oversight – to 
ensure abusive people get screened out.
“The Met Police has proved yet again 
it is a haven for sex offenders”, 
Rachel Cunliffe, 16 January

@ MartinNMarshall
Martin Marshall, chair of the Nuffield Trust
“What we see in the NHS today is exactly 
what a persuasive body of evidence says 
will happen to a health service that has 
been gutted of its expert medical-generalist 
layer” Solution? Invest in general practice. 
Well said Phil Whitaker.
“How to save the NHS”, Phil Whitaker, 
18 January

@ annettedittert 
Annette Dittert, journalist and broadcaster
Short and crisp. And true, sadly. The way 
Scholz handles the Ukraine crisis might 
turn out to be a historic mistake that 
destroys European unity at the very 
moment when it is most needed.
“Germany has become the roadblock 
at the heart of Europe”, Jeremy Cliffe, 
20 January

Write to letters@newstatesman.co.uk
We reserve the right to edit letters

COMMONS
CONFIDENTIAL

Excited Labour MPs giddy on the fumes of Tory sleaze are urged 
“don’t inhale” by Warley Warrior John Spellar. The veteran of 1992’s 
disappointment – when Neil Kinnock believed he was poised to 
usurp John Major in No 10 – leaves Keir “no complacency” Starmer 
sounding like a raging hedonist. Spellar’s daily email newsletter for 
Westminster colleagues tells anybody who’ll listen (and some who 
don’t) that relaxing when avalanche polls predict the Conservatives 
could be swept away would be fatal. Labour finished 163 seats 
behind the Cons in 2019, he argues, and is unlikely next time to finish 
anywhere near Tony Blair’s 179-seat majority in 1997. Old warhorse 
Spellar is a wet blanket dampening premature celebrations.

The PLP chair, John Cryer, was overheard grumbling about 
some Labour comrades who moan that weekly meetings of the 
party in Westminster are boring. After the bloodletting of the 
Corbyn era, Cryer considers dull to be the new bright future. 
The aspiration of some Tories is now to go into opposition, 
relying on Starmer failing to secure a majority and signing a No 10 
tenancy agreement with Lib and SNP co-landlords. The Disunited 
Kingdom’s Brexit border down the Irish Sea will scupper another 
Theresa May £1bn bung parliament with the DUP, say Tories.

Nadhim Zahawi’s business dealings, including banking at least 
£1.3m while an MP from an oil company with a Kurdistan field, have 
long triggered whispers. A YouGov poll of Tory colleagues would 
find the former chancellor’s rags-to-riches story also taxing a 
number of blues. Zahawi’s grandfather was governor of the Central 
Bank of Iraq, his signature appearing on the country’s banknotes. 
One Tory MP noted that after Zahawi’s father fled to Britain to 
escape Saddam Hussein, the family had enough to send little Naddy 
to £24,000-a-year King’s College School in Wimbledon. “It was no 
tenner in the pocket and all worldly possessions in a carrier bag,” 
bleated an unhappy ex-minister, “which is unfortunate for Zahawi, 
because he might not be in this mess if that had been the case.”

Still no sign of Boris Johnson’s resignation honours list, which 
may be a relief for the already gonged. My snout says the roster of 
names is so long that completing checks is laborious and objections 
are raised against several of those favoured by the slippery chap 
who wants knighthoods and ermine for benefactors. Johnson’s 
“Harrods List” may out-pong Marcia Williams’s 1976 Lavender List.

Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee is a discreet 
unit, but word emerges of a member infuriating the other MPs 
with his crude sexism during a briefing from a female senior spook. 
The Judi Dench figure didn’t appreciate his “totty” treatment. 

Kevin Maguire is the associate editor (politics) of the Daily Mirror

Johnson’s 
resignation 
“Harrods 
List” may out-
pong Marcia 
Williams’s 
Lavender List

By Kevin Maguire
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Among official circles in Kyiv the 
mood remains confident. Yet while 
Ukraine has recovered significant 
areas of territory since the summer, 

there are concerns about what comes next. 
All signs point to a new Russian offensive 
over the coming months, and Oleksiy Da-
nilov, Ukraine’s secretary of the National 
Security and Defence Council (NSDC), even 
suggests 24 February, the first anniversary 
of the invasion, could be used as a symbolic 
date for a decisive – or desperate – effort to 
turn the war in Russia’s favour. 

Danilov calls the present moment a dan-

The NS Interview

Interview by Bruno Maçães
gerous one, which only highlights the 
 senselessness of Germany’s stalled support 
for Kyiv. 

I met Oleksiy Danilov in his office in Kyiv 
on 19 January. As secretary of the NSDC, 
Danilov is the Ukrainian equivalent of a na-
tional security adviser. He is part of both 
military and intelligence information chan-
nels and works closely with President Volo-
dymyr Zelensky in an advisory role, tasked 
with developing and coordinating a policy 
of national security for Ukraine. 

Over the course of our one-hour interview, 
Danilov shared his thoughts on Germany’s 

initial refusal to send Leopard 2 battle tanks 
to Kyiv, who might eventually replace 
Vladimir Putin, and why Russia wants  
a  “Korean solution” to end the war. He  
also spoke about the helicopter crash in  
Brovary, Ukraine, on 18 January – in which  
14 people died, including Ukraine’s interior 
affairs  minister – and whether Russia  
was responsible. 

 
Bruno Maçães You have spoken about how 
the next two to three months of the war  
will be decisive and very difficult. What did 
you mean? 
Oleksiy Danilov The Russian Federation 
very quickly had a strong desire to end the 
project called Ukraine. It is fighting for the 
past – for the Soviet Union – and in the past 
it was necessary to have accomplished cer-
tain things by certain dates. It will have been 
a year since the invasion on 24 February. 
Considering their propaganda machine, the 
Russians will have to have a big accomplish-
ment in time for the anniversary. A difficult 
period is coming. 

Additionally, the Russians have analysed 
Ukrainians quite well. They have made some 
new conclusions after the misconception they 
had before the invasion in February 2022. They 
are preparing in a different way now. This is 
a challenge for us. 

BM Do you think that Russia’s capacities and 
strategies have improved since last year? 
OD Russia understands what not to do. This 
is an experience that costs a lot, for the Rus-
sians as well. And we don’t know who their 
partners will be now. We understand their 
military-industrial complex capacities; we 
understand what they have remaining and 
the production they can set up. 

However, we do not understand who may 
help Russia now: what Iran’s help would be, 
for instance; what North Korea would do; 
whether other countries would play any 
under-the-table games. 

The West has an old problem: that is fear. 
The West has always been afraid of the So-
viet Union. It believed the USSR was big and 
powerful and could solve everything quick-
ly through military means. No conclusions 
were made even after the USSR invaded 
Afghanistan in 1979. And it couldn’t do any-
thing there against the uneducated, at that 
moment, the mujahideen. That is when a 
conclusion should have been made that the 
USSR is not that powerful. 

But those conclusions were not made. 
And the West kept on being afraid. 

The messages that Ukraine should not 
be given weapons and that the supply of 
weapons we absolutely need should be con-
stantly postponed is destructive. Such peo-
ple can be found in almost every country. 

“Weak people 
always come up 
with excuses  
not to act”

Oleksiy Danilov, Ukraine’s national 
security adviser, on German betrayal,  
the coming Russian onslaught and  
why the West is scared 
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Fearless resilience: Oleksiy Danilov, Ukraine’s secretary of the National Security and Defence Council
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The NS Interview
the border. They are required to have docu-
ments which are very hard to access. And 
they are sent back. 

BM What do you think would be the main 
target of this offensive? The Donbas? Kyiv? 
Other parts of Ukraine? 
OD Without taking Kyiv, Russia cannot solve 
anything because the heart of our country is 
located exactly here, including the top 
 political-military administration. Besides, 
what it is fighting for is here: the so-called 
sacred, religious values. So the Russians 
could monopolise it all to rewrite history and 
say that only they can claim it. 

Regarding the Donetsk and Luhansk re-
gion and regarding the territory around 
Kharkiv and Zaporizhzhia – they are also 
subjects of Russia’s attention. 

BM So you think Kyiv will be attacked? 
OD Definitely with missile strikes. It should 
not be feared. We should be prepared and 
have the appropriate air-defence systems 
capable of shooting down what will be fired 
at us. 

BM But will Kyiv be a target for troop move-
ments too? 
OD It will be highly difficult for the Russians 
to do that. But it will depend on many factors 
– war is a constant change of circumstances. 
I can say that had we had enough weaponry 
before, the Russians would not be in Ukraine.

BM What weaponry does Ukraine need to 
stop this invasion? I think politicians in the 
West already know but I think the public 
doesn’t always know. It would be good to 
hear what Ukraine needs quickly. 
OD Those countries know for sure what we 
need to achieve victory. Every country has a 
military specialising in such matters. Our 
military and their militaries understand each 
other and are on the same page. 

Obviously we need weaponry that is 
definitely armoured: such as tanks; armoured 
vehicles for infantry; artillery shells. And 
again – shells, shells, shells. If you have a gun, 
but nothing to load it with, this is a problem. 
We stayed with the Soviet system using 
122mm and 152mm calibres. Considering that 
the war has been going on for almost a year, 
we nearly ran out of them. 

BM How do you solve this problem? 
OD Switching to Nato standards: 155mm 
calibre. Another thing is tank shells, if pro-
vided. But there has to be enough of them. 
So far we have been winning because of high-
precision weapons which we have, but not 
as many as we would like. 

BM The number of tanks that are being  

BM Why do you say that?
OD China will quickly grab resources in the 
Far East. There is already a large part of the 
Chinese population living there. This is a 
special operation that has been going on for 
30 years. 

BM Let me ask you about the coming Russian 
offensive this year. You said there could be a 
Russian offensive in February or March. Is it 
100 per cent certain or just a possibility? 
OD Unfortunately, this is absolutely real. Rus-
sia can’t constantly keep its population tense 
[over the ongoing war], it also needs some 
achievements. If there are none, internal 
problems will quickly become apparent. 

BM How do you interpret the recent appoint-
ment of Valery Gerasimov to replace Sergey 
Surovikin as commander of the Russian army? 
OD This is precisely the preparation for the 
offensive, because Gerasimov is the person 
responsible for the entire general staff of the 
Russian military. Moreover, it’s becoming 
more difficult to call it “a special military op-
eration”. More and more they are using the 
word “war”. 

BM How many men do you think Russia could 
use in the new invasion? The Ukrainian army 
has spoken about 200,000; some Russian 
media have spoken about 700,000. What do 
you think is the best estimate? 
OD You know that since 17 January Russia 
has officially increased the size of its army. 
It called up an extra 300,000 citizens after 21 
September. Around 150,000 of those have 
already been sent to the front line. Training 
the rest is taking place all over Russia now.

BM Is mobilisation in Russia still ongoing?
OD Yes, it hasn’t stopped, but it is not public; 
it is hidden. Terrorist organisations such as 
the Wagner Group are recruited not through 
the Russian army, but through the prisons. 
This also should be taken into account. 

BM To your knowledge are Russia’s borders 
open or closed to men of a certain age? 
OD It is now very difficult for men to cross 

In general, there are two groups of people 
now: those who say Ukrainians need to be 
given as much support as possible immedi-
ately; and those who say “do not anger Putin”. 
Some people from the second group – they 
are well-known – in time they will be very 
ashamed they took this position. We have to 
sacrifice the lives of our heroes every day 
because they don’t want to anger Putin. 

If a person is insane – and Putin went 
insane rather a long time ago – angering 
them doesn’t matter. He has completely dif-
ferent ideas in his head. 

BM How do you explain Germany’s position? 
OD The Germans are in a really difficult 
situation. For a long time, they were the main 
economic partners of Putin and the Russian 
Federation. They had common plans – such 
as building Nord Stream 1 and then Nord 
Stream 2. And, in general, the roots of unity 
between Putin and the Germans has a very 
long history. Germany’s president Frank-
Walter Steinmeier should be given credit. He 
has admitted that Germany’s policy on Rus-
sia was a big mistake. That’s a strong per-
son’s behaviour. Weak people always come 
up with excuses in order not to act. 

The Germans are not completely sure 
that we will be able to achieve victory be-
cause they don’t understand us. I had a lot 
of communication with them before the war; 
sometimes I heard them say that Russia and 
Ukraine are one nation. This absolutely does 
not correspond to reality: we are a nation 
that is part of Europe; Russians are a nation 
that belongs to Asia. There is nothing wrong 
with it but it has to be understood. 

BM Are you concerned about the role of 
China in 2023? 
OD We don’t think China will be helping Rus-
sia with military tools, equipment or weapons 
because it is in a very difficult situation. The 
growth of the Chinese population has 
stopped – the consequence of the “one fam-
ily, one child” rule. 

China has a lot of challenges inside the 
country. It needs to sell what it produces. If 
we look at where China sells to, it’s the US and 
Europe. If the Chinese unite with terrorists, 
measures will be taken immediately: restrain-
ing measures, sanctions. They definitely don’t 
need it. Moreover, today China is one of the 
sides who is interested in our victory. Some 
time ago it was not, but today it is. 

After Prigozhin has 
carried out his 
functions, he might 
be eliminated — 
physically. He is of 
no value to Russia 
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discussed – a dozen from the UK, a dozen 
from Germany – they are not enough, are they? 
OD That’s a drop in the ocean. But this is the 
beginning and the main thing here is to start. 
Yet Germany has to give permission for 
other countries to send us their Leopards. 
Because these are the conditions of the 
civilised world, which lives by civilised rules. 
But Putin doesn’t acknowledge any rules. And 
here we need to understand – if we are at war 
– what the rules should be. 

It’s one thing to supply tanks or other 
things during peaceful times, it’s another 
thing during wartime. Yet the rules don’t 
make any exceptions – whether it’s wartime 
or peaceful time – the conditions are the 
same. It’s a bit strange. 

BM You’re a very good interpreter of Russia. 
Ukrainians are better interpreters of Russia 
than Americans or western Europeans in my 
opinion. So how do you interpret the drama 
around the head of the Wagner Group, Yev-
geny Prigozhin, with his open criticism of the 
Russian army over the past few months?
OD There’s no drama here. They live on TV, 
in propaganda. If Prigozhin’s terrorist Wag-
ner Group hadn’t been invited to help in 

Ukraine, Russia wouldn’t have any achieve-
ments to show on TV at all. If someone thinks 
Prigozhin can make decisions himself or can 
do something without running it by Putin or 
his immediate circle, then people don’t un-
derstand how the government system in Rus-
sia works. Everything would be approved. 
This is one system. 

After he has carried out his functions, 
Prigozhin might be eliminated – physically. 
He is of no value to them. 

BM Is there a conflict between the Russian 
army and the Wagner Group? 
OD Certainly. If there were any decent offic-
ers in the Russian army, they would have shot 
Prigozhin a long time ago. No one defames 
the Russian army the way he does. 

BM In your opinion, why would Putin  
allow that? 
OD That’s a big question. The thing is that 
the processes that may get out of hand scare 
Putin a lot. If we remember August of 1991 – 
particularly 18 and 19 August – back then the 
military rebelled against Mikhail Gorbachev. 
So Putin’s natural cowardice plays a part. 
That is why those obscure paramilitary forc-

The price of war: a destroyed church in the village of Bohorodychne, Donetsk, 4 January

es, such as Prigozhin’s army, appear as an 
alternative to those people who, God forbid, 
may plot to do something. The beginning of 
combat inside Moscow is just a matter of 
time. But for this we need to survive and push 
them back to the borders of 1991. We don’t 
need what belongs to someone else, but we 
mustn’t give up what belongs to us. 

Suggestions regarding negotiations or 
agreements that take Russia’s interests into 
consideration cannot be accepted by us. Un-
like Russia, we have a society, and that soci-
ety needs to reach a consensus. 

BM When Putin is replaced, or dies, or is 
killed, what kind of person will replace him? 
I know it is difficult to guess but what kind of 
Russia will come next? 
OD You need to understand that Russia is a 
colonial country, which has a huge number of 
colonies inside the Russian Federation in the 
21st century. That is why thinking that there 
will be a democratic Russia, and a different 
type of leader, means deceiving yourself. 

Russia may only become democratic if it 
gets rid of its colonies. Having colonies 
makes it incredibly hard to build democracy, 
almost impossible. Boris Yeltsin’s attempts 
to build democracy in Russia were a com-
plete failure. I remember his idea very well 
when he said “give regions as much author-
ity as you think is reasonable”. Regions 
started gaining authority, but it ended very 
soon because Russia would have collapsed 
if the regions had grown too powerful. And 
everything turned in the opposite direction 
very quickly. 

I don’t think there are experts in Russian 
matters in the West, nor are there experts in 
our Ukrainian matters. Because before  
24 February, in your chair there sat many 
special services representatives of different 
countries. All of them said Ukraine doesn’t 
have the capacity for defeating the Russian 
Federation. They said we would be defeated 
in three, five, seven days. They said there 
would be an elimination of the top political-
military administration of the country if we 
stayed here. 

I explained to them that this was impos-
sible and they thought I was crazy. I  explained 
to them: “you just don’t know us. You don’t 
know how we will fight for our independ-
ence. That’s in our blood.” I got satisfaction 
in May when embassies came back here. The 
ambassador of one of the big countries, 
which is our partner, was here in this room. 
It was on 14 May, if I am not  mistaken. He 
apologised: “We were wrong indeed.” 

You must never ever have fear. If you have 
fear, you’ve lost. This is very important. 
When people say the armed forces have to 
get ready for war – this is obviously an im-
portant thing, but bear in mind that you 
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have to prepare the society for war. We 
prepared our society for this war as much as 
possible; this is what shocked Russians. 
When, even in Kherson, which they consid-
ered Russian-speaking and to be their city, 
people stood up against tanks, held flags 
and thousands resisted them. 

BM You said at the beginning of the interview 
Europeans are afraid. How can Europeans 
get rid of their fear? 
OD This is a difficult thing. The wealthier  
the person is, the more fears they have. They 
have no desire to lose what they’ve gained. 
That’s psychology. 

BM There have been some criticisms leaked 
to the American media that Ukraine did  
not prepare well for the war. Do you think 
this is unfair? 
OD Absolutely. The thing is that during a war, 
you need to understand that the word “war” 
itself is a terrible catastrophe. You don’t know 
where a tank will shoot and you don’t know 
where a fighter jet will drop bombs. Do they 
think we could have predicted it somehow? 

On 14 March, the roof of my own house 
was blown off. I am a person who is in the 

middle of this process but in what way could 
I have taken care of my house? It’s impossible. 
When we talk about preparing society, this 
is about a preparation inside, of the spirit. 

BM Do you think there is a danger of a  
Korean solution for Ukraine? Of there being 
a de facto partition and two Ukraines? 
OD For Russia this is the option it is offering 
the West. “Let’s end everything; let’s register 

the status quo that exists today and start a 
new status quo.”

BM And it has been suggested to the West? 
OD Look, there is this under-the-table busi-
ness. Russia is not offering this to us. It is 
offering it to the West. 

BM How do you know these communications 
between Russia and the West happen? 
OD There are different levels there. The level 
of so-called probing – this is the work of 
Dmitry Kozak, the Kremlin’s deputy chief of 
staff, who has been working with Putin. He 
communicates with retired politicians. But he 
knows that those politicians can convey the 
message to the politicians in charge. 

I don’t know if the decision made by the 
German chancellor, Olaf Scholz, to not give 
permission for us to receive Leopard tanks 
is connected with these communications. Or 
is this because of something else? But soon-
er or later it will be revealed. 

BM The helicopter crash that occurred on  
18 January outside Kyiv and killed 14, includ-
ing the interior affairs minister, Denys Monas-
tyrsky – was it an accident or not an accident? 
OD Every “accident” has a pattern. How-
ever, there are no such things as accidents. 
We created the perception that things can 
happen accidentally. 

BM Are you suggesting it could have been an 
act of sabotage? 
OD Someone, somewhere did something 
wrong. Who? When? What? And this “who, 
when and what” led to these consequences. 
On purpose or not, following an order or not, 
but a mistake was made somewhere. 

BM Let me ask a slightly different question: 
has Russia continued to try to assassinate 
Ukrainian officials since the start of the war? 
OD Look, nothing has changed in Russia’s 
approach. The Russians are barbarians. More-
over, there is another big problem: you can’t 
make any agreements with them. Today you 
make an agreement, tomorrow they will act 
as they wish. When you tell them “we have an 
agreement”, they can say “that was yesterday”. 

Let me remind you, we signed the Treaty 
on Friendship, Cooperation, and Partner-
ship between Ukraine and the Russian Fed-
eration on 31 May 1997. All the conditions 
were written down – guarantees, inviolabil-
ity, independence – and it was a huge treaty 
that took in respecting the borders and sov-
ereignty. There was a lot there. And where 
is it all now? 

Read Jeremy Cliffe on Germany’s decision 
over whether to send Ukraine battle tanks  
at newstatesman.com
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The country has  
a long history of 
fence-sitting in 
international conflicts

Lateral View
Germany is isolated once more – and  
no one now trusts Chancellor Olaf Scholz

Olaf Scholz has ended his 
dithering over whether to  
send Leopard 2 tanks to Ukraine. 
But the German chancellor’s 

hesitancy has already done damage to the 
cohesion of the EU, the Western alliance, 
and Germany’s relations with eastern 
Europe, France and the US. Ukrainians feel 
once more abandoned by the Germans. 

I hear people arguing that Scholz is 
surreptitiously supporting Russia while 
pretending to support Ukraine. We can 
never be sure what is going on in Scholz’s 
head. We do not know whether he is lying, 
follows a hidden agenda, or whether he is 
simply weak and inconsistent. 

Assuming the worst is a reasonable 
reaction when actions and words do not 
match. What we know for sure is that he is 
an unreliable ally. From a German domestic 
perspective, the unfolding events present 
themselves differently. The German media 
acknowledges that he has a communication 
problem, but it doesn’t write much about 
Germany’s diplomatic isolation. The 
country has a long history of fence-sitting 
in international conflicts, dating back to the 
Cold War. This is not just a political 
preference. It is a business model. Scholz 
and his SPD are the main representatives of 
what I call the neo-mercantilist model – one 
that seeks to maximise export surpluses. 

Neo-mercantilism also defines your 
foreign policy. Angela Merkel was the 
quintessential representative of the 
neo-mercantilist period. Her political 
masterstroke was to resign just when it 
ended. Scholz, who stands in the same 
tradition, is not so lucky. 

Many German companies have made 
strategic investments in Russia, and built 

personal relationships with Russians. I have 
been told that German chief executives are 
leaning heavily on Scholz, and are pushing 
for a peace agreement between Russia and 
Ukraine at any price. The last thing they 
want is for Ukraine to win the war with the 
help of German weapons. They would be 
only too happy with a dirty deal that resets 
German-Russian relations to the status  
quo ante, and that lands them lucrative 
commercial deals to rebuild Ukraine. In 
time-honoured tradition, they want to do 
business with both sides, as they did in the 
past. The problem for them is that the 
German government is not powerful 
enough to decide the outcome of the war.

I once called the German-Russian 
relationship the most strategic in all of 
Europe – more strategic than any bilateral 
relationship inside the EU, including that 
between Germany and France. German-
Russian relations have a very long history. 
Culturally, Berlin feels closer to Moscow 
than to London or Paris. The only deep 
political friendship Gerhard Schröder, the 
former German chancellor, ever struck up 
was with Vladimir Putin. Their families went 
on holiday together. Relations were less 
personal under Merkel, but commercial ties 
deepened during her long period in office, 
not least through the two Nord Stream gas 
pipelines and many bilateral deals. The  

St Petersburg economic forum was a Davos-
style annual calendar event for the German 
and Russian business and policy elites. All 
that ended when Russia invaded Ukraine. 

In response, Scholz cancelled the Nord 
Stream 2 pipeline and promised a new era  
in German security policy. But he did not 
deliver. Last year there were increasing 
reports of his office vetoing arms deliveries 
to Ukraine. The whole Nord Stream 2 saga 
has driven a wedge between Germany and 
eastern Europe, which is much more eager 
to help Ukraine. I have never seen the 
bilateral relations as bad as they are now.

The US is also irritated by Germany’s 
clumsy diplomacy. On top of this, Scholz 
managed to fall out with France, 
Germany’s most important ally in the EU. 

A year ago, Scholz committed an extra 
pot of €100bn to defence spending to make 
up for underinvestment in the previous 
decade. Emmanuel Macron assumed this 
spending would help fund joint European 
defence projects. This was not so. Scholz 
decided to buy Israel’s Arrow 3 missiles for  
a European air defence system and US 
Lockheed F-35 fighter jets. Merkel agreed 
with Macron’s idea of European strategic 
autonomy from the US, though never spent 
any political capital on realising it. Scholz 
does not even pretend to be interested. 

Macron’s attitude towards Germany is 
one of incomprehension. This is not the 
Germany he thought he knew. I often find 
that the French and Germans tend to have 
an idealised vision of each other. On  
22 January France and Germany celebrated 
the 60th anniversary of the Élysée Treaty, 
a bilateral friendship pact. Political reality 
could not be more different than the 
self-congratulatory images from that 
event. It is, of course, possible that Scholz 
is eventually succeeded by someone ready 
to invest in the relationship with France, 
and with eastern Europe. But by then, 
Macron may no longer be in office. 

The consequence of the Franco-German 
diplomatic falling out is a strengthening of 
nation-state politics everywhere in Europe. 
If France, too, turned nationalist, it would 
benefit Marine Le Pen. Her hostility towards 
the EU is matched only by her hostility 
towards Germany. If she were to succeed 
Macron as president, it isn’t hard to imagine 
a political alliance between right-wing 
governments in Europe that define 
themselves in their opposition to Germany. 

For Germany, and the EU, this would  
be the next geopolitical disaster, another 
one they didn’t see coming. The legacy  
of Olaf Scholz’s first year in office is  
a series of broken promises and  
fractured relationships. Nobody trusts  
him any more. 

WOLFGANG 
MÜNCHAU
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This Sporting Life 
‘What is he doing here? He should be in bed.’” 

What was he doing there? Only Murray 
can answer that question and perhaps even 
he does not quite understand what he was 
doing there, what compels him to get out of 
bed and keep hitting balls, again and again. 

Born in Glasgow in 1987, Murray,  
Britain’s greatest ever tennis player, 
grew up in Dunblane. He was a pupil 
at the local primary school and was 

there the day 16 of his fellow pupils and one 
teacher were murdered in a spree shooting. 
He has won three grand slam singles titles 
– Wimbledon twice and the US Open – two 
Olympic gold medals and, improbably, he 
inspired Great Britain to the Davis Cup title 
in 2015, the first time they had won the inter-
national team tournament since 1936 and 
the days of Fred Perry. In truth it was less  
a national than a family triumph: Andy’s  
elder brother, Jamie, a doubles specialist, 
was in the team. 

In 2016 Murray was the world’s number 
one ranked player; for a period, he was one 
of the so-called Big Four, the near-equal of 
Roger Federer, Rafa Nadal and Novak  
Djokovic. Before his injuries, he was runner-
up in eight grand slam finals. In any other era, 
Murray would have won at least ten grand 
slam titles, probably more. 

In his early years on tour, he seemed dour 
and brooding. The repeated frustration of 
coming so close and yet missing out in the 
biggest tournaments was chewing him up. 
Invariably watched from the stands by Judy, 
he was intense on court, raging against mar-
ginal line calls that went against him and 
other perceived wrongs. What I missed back 
then was his understated humour as well as 
his strong convictions: in recent years, he has 
become more confident in condemning cant 
and injustice, in showing us who he really is. 

Martin Amis once spoke to me about the 
late style of artists he admired, not least  
Saul Bellow. “It becomes a tauter challenge 
as you get older,” he said, “your craft is  
much improved even though your music is 
sort of dying.”

There is nothing serene about the late 
style of Andy Murray. Nowadays every match, 
especially at the grand slams, is a kind of 
torture for him. He wants to win. There’s bril-
liance in his craft. But he cannot move as he 
used to. The disappointment and anguish 
are palpable as he loses to players he must 
know he would once have beaten easily. But 
his will to go on is infinite. His spirit is un-
breakable. Loved and admired by fellow 
professionals on tour – especially by women 
players because he has championed their 
game – Murray has achieved a late career 
grandeur and nobility. Do try to watch him, 
if only on TV, before the music dies. 

Watching Andy Murray at the 
Australian Open – his epic 
second-round match on 19 
January lasted nearly six hours 

and finished at 4.05am – I was reminded of 
a story the novelist Tim Pears once told me 
about the American tennis player Jimmy Con-
nors. At the age of 39, Connors, having re-
fused to retire, was struggling at the 1991 US 
Open against a much younger opponent and 
heading for certain defeat. And yet, Connors 
somehow prevailed in a gruelling five-set 
match. “Are you crazy?” Ilie Năstase asked an 
exhausted Connors afterwards as he was on 
a drip and in the urgent care of doctors. 
“What's wrong with you, you've won this 
tournament five times. Now you're old, you 
want to die on the court?”

Connors stared blankly at his old Roma-
nian rival. “Năstase, you understand nothing. 
You're European, you're a bullshitter like  
all Europeans. For me, the five wins don’t 
count. It’s the last one that counts. This one. 
I'm still here.”

There is no one to compare with Andy 
Murray in contemporary men’s tennis. Four 
years ago at the Australian Open, most ob-
servers assumed the great Scottish cham-
pion, aged only 31, had played his last com-
petitive match. Injuries were devouring him. 
He was in such pain he could scarcely move 
on court. Later, at a press conference, he 
described tearfully his physical suffering. The 
room was heavy with a sense of an ending. 

“I spoke to my team and I told them that 

I can’t keep doing this,” Murray said. “I need-
ed to have an endpoint because I was playing 
with just no idea of when the pain was going 
to stop… I’ve been in a lot of pain for what 
has been probably 20 months now, I’ve pret-
ty much done everything that I could to try 
to get my hip feeling better.”

Four years later – after multiple surgeries 
and now playing with a metal joint in his hip 
(there is an Amazon Prime documentary, 
Resurfacing, about his medical journey) – Mur-
ray is still here. He does not need to play – 
financially, reputationally – and yet he needs 
to play. He needs to keep on keeping on, 
because he cannot stop, even if his body is 
telling him to stop, because this is who he is, 
what he wants. 

“I didn’t get to bed till about 5.30,” his 
mother, Judy Murray, said after the astound-
ing second-round match. “It is really remark-
able what he is doing. He is just an incredible 
fighter and his resilience is second to none.” 

Later that morning, after his 4.05am finish, 
Murray was back at the Rod Laver Arena in 
Melbourne by 9.30am. “I saw him today  
before my match,” said Stefanos Tsitsipas, 
the Greek player. “I was thinking to myself:  

The unbreakable 
Andy Murray 

By Jason Cowley

Nowadays every 
match is a kind of 
torture for Murray
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Late style: Andy Murray hits a return during his second-round match at the Australian Open against Thanasi Kokkinakis, 19 January 2023
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How can a man in the 
middle of a dispute 
with HMRC also  
lead the Treasury?

RACHEL  
CUNLIFFE

Out of the Ordinary 
Nadhim Zahawi and the chairman of the 
BBC are the useful idiots of Boris Johnson 

There’s an old optical illusion that 
does the rounds every so often. 
Created by the surrealist artist 
Sandro Del-Prete, “Message 

d’Amour des Dauphins” depicts… well it 
depends how you look at it. Maybe you’ll 
see nine dolphins innocently swimming 
around, or maybe your eyes will detect an 
amorous couple locked in an intimate 
embrace. You can squint and move between 
these two very different visions, but once 
you’ve see the act of obscenity it’s 
impossible not to see it. 

As with sex so with politics. However 
much we might grumble about Westminster 
sleaze, for the most part we pretend  
not to see it. The scandals get spun, the 
government brushes them off, and the story 
moves on. But once the mood shifts, the 
optics suddenly change. You can’t pretend 
to see the dolphins any more. 

Take the row over the Tory party 
chairman, Nadhim Zahawi. The key point is 
not the facts about his tax affairs, damning 
though they are, but the timing. The murky 
arrangements that led to the dispute with 
HMRC – over whether Zahawi should have 
paid capital gains tax on the sale of shares 
in YouGov – date back to 2000, a decade 
before he became an MP. We don’t know 
exactly when he became aware that HMRC 
was asking awkward questions. But it has 
been reported that the government’s 
propriety and ethics team was informed 
before his appointment as chancellor by 
Boris Johnson in July 2022, so he must have 
had a pretty good idea of how serious 
things were by then. It is reasonable to 
assume that the three successive prime 
ministers who appointed him to their 
cabinets – Johnson, Liz Truss and Rishi 

Sunak – did too. Presumably they didn’t 
think it mattered that at the time he was  
a senior member of their front bench,  
he was or had recently been embroiled in 
negotiations that would leave him with a tax 
bill estimated to be as much as £5m, and 
thought to include a big fine. Nor that he 
reportedly hit the Independent and the tax 
expert Dan Neidle with legal threats.

Now Sunak, with the speed and grace of 
an arthritic rhino, has referred the matter to 
his independent ethics adviser. So many 
questions abound. How can anyone make  
a “careless and not deliberate” error that 
leaves them with a tax bill more than 150 
times the average UK salary? How can a 
man in the middle of a tax dispute with 
HMRC be allowed to become the head of 
the Treasury? And if you had been made 
prime minister after originally coming 
second in a party leadership contest, and 
had yourself attracted scandal while 
chancellor when your wife’s non-dom tax 
status was exposed, wouldn’t you be on the 
lookout for something exactly like this? 

There has been less incredulity about 
the revelations regarding Boris Johnson’s 
£800,000 loan, secured in late 2020 when 
he was prime minister – in part thanks to  
the endeavours of Richard Sharp. Formerly 
a banker at Goldman Sachs, Sharp has 
donated to the Conservative Party and in 

January 2021 was made chairman of the 
BBC on the recommendation of Johnson 
and Oliver Dowden, then culture secretary.  

His appointment doesn’t look good,  
and is ideal ammunition for the next time 
Robbie Gibb, the former director of 
communications for Theresa May whom 
Johnson installed on the BBC board, 
decides to lecture staff on perceived 
left-wing bias at the national broadcaster. 

Sunak, evidently hoping that the 
problem will go away, has called the 
appointment process “transparent and 
rigorous”. But for an administration 
supposedly built on “integrity, 
professionalism and accountability”, as 
Sunak comically promised, there have been 
a lot of scandals in the three months since 
he became Prime Minister: the departure  
of Gavin Williamson over allegations of 
bullying; persistent calls for the departure 
of Dominic Raab over allegations of 
bullying; the appointment of Suella 
Braverman as Home Secretary six days after 
she resigned from the same role for a 
security breach, and Sunak's continued 
faith in her despite a series of migrant 
processing failures. And now, Zahawi’s 
dodgy taxes. 

The point is not that Sunak has  
stacked his cabinet with familiar faces  
of dubious integrity – although that may  
be the case. It’s that the embarrassments 
keep coming, and he seems powerless to 
stop them. All governments are full of 
egocentrics (it’s what gets them into  
power in the first place) susceptible to 
causing trouble. But most of them have  
the wit, skills and energy to deflect potential 
problems before they gain a reputation  
for ineptitude.

This prime minister doesn’t even have 
the political acumen to wear a seatbelt on 
camera, or to realise that asking a homeless 
man if he’s “in business” while serving him 
food at a Christmas drop-in centre might 
come across as clueless. 

Rishi Sunak’s government is not 
markedly more scandal-prone than 
previous ones. Look at what Boris Johnson 
got away with, and let’s recall, too, the dying 
days of the John Major administration.  
But, whether because Sunak is too 
inexperienced a politician to spin 
effectively, or because the public has simply 
tired of scandal and crisis after 13 years of 
Tory rule, the gloss has come off. 

This is a government in its death  
throes, struggling under the weight of the 
incompetence and impropriety of its 
predecessors, with none of the illusion.  
We all know what we’re looking at.  
We can’t unsee it. There can be no more 
pretence of dolphins. 
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One evening in December I had a 
drink in an Oxford pub with the 
founding head of the UK’s Na-
tional Cyber Security Centre, 

Professor Ciaran Martin. I felt a bit like 
George Smiley, because we were talking 
about a looming threat to the very existence 
of this realm. But the menace isn’t digital. 
The mortal danger to the United Kingdom 
comes from its own peoples.

Martin knows all about that because, as 
a constitution adviser in David Cameron’s 
Cabinet Office, he helped set up the 2014 
Scottish independence referendum. And 
he’s in no doubt about how serious things 
have now become. His recent press com-
ment about the Supreme Court’s ruling on 
a second independence referendum would 
be striking coming from any UK mandarin; 
it’s doubly so because this mandarin hails 
from rural County Tyrone, a largely Catho-
lic part of Northern Ireland and a hot spot 
for sectarian violence during the Troubles: 
“There is nowhere for a lawful, peaceful and 
constitutional movement like Scottish  
nationalism to go.”

At the last three UK general elections, 
Scottish voters awarded first a near-totality, 
then a comfortably absolute majority, and 
most recently an overwhelmingly absolute 
majority of seats to candidates whose head-
line was independence. If, therefore, you 
believe that first-past-the-post (FPTP) is a 
sustainable font of democratic governance, 
it follows that independence is the settled 
will of a majority of Scotland’s voters, and 
should be enacted; if, on the other hand, you 
maintain that these results do not accurate-
ly express the wishes of Scotland’s voters, 
you evidently hold that FPTP does not work 
as a font of democratic governance, in which 
case it has to be replaced. Independence for 
Scotland, or a reconstruction of the UK’s 
electoral system: these are the only conclu-
sions that can be drawn.

Refuse to draw either, and you are in effect 
saying that the results of the 2015-19 general 
elections in Scotland may simply be set aside. 
Which leaves the UK no longer a multi- 
national union of consent, but one of legal 
compulsion under Westminster.

This is happening right here and right 
now. Yet, like the East German regime in the 
summer of 1989, we kid ourselves that no 
urgent change is necessary. True, Gordon 
Brown’s lengthy report for Labour, A New 
Britain, proposes “a new constitutional stat-
ute guiding how political power should be 
shared”. But does Brown’s team really believe 
that the heady prospect of “a period of pre-
legislative scrutiny, including consultation 
with the devolved administrations and leg-
islatures in Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland, and with local and regional  

The twilight of  
the British Union

If Keir Starmer wins the election but loses 
in Scotland, he will face an opposition of 
two rival nationalisms – a Tory populist 
right and the SNP. Under such pressures, 
will the UK collapse, or can Labour save it?

By James Hawes

The NS Essay
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Fabric of history: without its foundational raison d’être – to control Ireland – the United Kingdom has become logically defunct
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won six of the next seven elections in England 
itself, but their imperialist ideology meant 
that abandoning the Union was unthinkable. 
Except on one occasion, 1906, the Liberals 
needed the Irish to win, but that meant back-
ing Home Rule for Ireland (and, by 1910, for 
Scotland as well). Thus Conservative Eng-
land was ideologically locked into the pre-
conditions of its own regular defeat, while 
Liberal England was tactically locked into 
weakening the one transnational institution 
which gave it a regular chance of winning.

The impossibility of this UK became 
manifest after the two bitter elections of 1910, 
which left the Liberals in power thanks only 
to their alliance with the Irish Home Rulers, 
despite the Conservatives comfortably win-
ning England both times. Winston Churchill, 
at that time a big Liberal beast, believed that 
the Conservative hegemony in England could 
“tear the state in halves and bring great evils 
upon us”. In 1912 he proposed to his electors 
a truly radical constitutional change. Govern-
ance of the UK might, he said, be taken over 
by an “Imperial Parliament” in London, to be 
comprised of representatives not only from 
Ireland, Scotland and Wales, but also from 
“four great areas in England which might well 
have a conscious political entity, an effective 
political machinery, bestowed upon them”. 
If England could be freed from the virtually 
baked-in hegemony of the Tory south, the 
UK might yet have a chance.

The Conservative leader, Andrew Bonar 
Law, came very close to openly backing 
armed insurrection in Ireland to thwart the 
UK’s elected government. Churchill growled 
back that the will of parliament would be 
physically enforced if need be, because “there 
were worse things than bloodshed, even on 
an extended scale”. Only the Great War pre-
vented some form of civil war, and only for a 
few years: the huge vote for Sinn Féin in the 
1918 general election having seemingly 
achieved nothing, by 1919 a critical mass of 
the Irish were ready to succour the gunmen.

large majorities of Conservative voters told 
pollsters before the general election of 2019 
that in order to ensure that “Brexit took place”, 
they would accept the destruction of the UK 
and indeed, of the Conservative Party itself.

So how are so many people so able to 
deny the true state of things? The answer lies 
not in psychology, but in history. For in UK 
politics a week may seem long, but a century 
can be as nothing: Westminster since the 
general election of 2015 can easily appear as 
just another iteration of the great power 
struggle which was born with the Third Re-
form Act of 1884 and has never gone away 
except in time of war.

The United Kingdom was created in 
1801 (with no public consultation 
whatever, naturally) to enact direct 
rule over a rebellious Ireland. It 

worked very well so long as it was run by a 
culturally homogeneous elite: the wealth and 
empire gained in the 18th century were com-
prehensively defended against Napoleon, 
then mightily extended under Queen Victo-
ria. But when in 1884 Gladstone’s Liberal 
government enfranchised the UK’s masses 
(or, at any rate, the large majority of males 
over 21) they immediately voted not on na-
tional issues, but on tribal lines – and have 
essentially been doing so ever since.

In England, an ancient cultural fracture 
reopened. The southern English chose  
representatives associated with the Anglican 
Church, the monarchy and imperial gran-
deur; a map of places with strong Church of 
England adherence as recorded in the 1851 
census is to all intents and purposes a map 
of the 1885 election. The northern English, 
who had tried setting up a separate parlia-
ment in Manchester just 31 years before (with 
enthusiastic public backing from Karl Marx, 
no less), voted like the Scots and Welsh: they 
chose Liberals, typically from a low-church 
culture, suspicious of the London establish-
ment and imperial adventures. In Ireland, the 
new voters overwhelmingly backed Charles 
Stewart Parnell’s Irish Parliamentary Party, 
which won 85 of Ireland’s 101 seats, not to 
mention one in Liverpool.

Parnell now held the balance of power in 
Westminster. Following a handy conversion 
to the cause of Irish Home Rule, Gladstone 
was able briefly to occupy No 10; the transac-
tion was too blatant for some Liberals, who 
split off to become Liberal Unionists and de 
facto supporters of the Conservative Party. 
And so, the battle lines were set: an “Outer 
UK League” of the northern English and the 
Celts faced off against the English south.

Each side was trapped in a logical para-
dox, grounded on the ancient division with-
in England. The greater population of south-
ern England meant that the Conservatives 

government in England, to build the max-
imum shared understanding of and consen-
sus about the function and content of the 
statement” can turn the tide in Scotland 
where, in Martin’s words, “independence is 
the all-consuming issue”?

Meanwhile, the governing regime at West-
minster maintains that majoritarian rule, de-
rived overwhelmingly from English voters, 
may legitimately override contrary votes in 
the other nations of the British state, no mat-
ter how many or how clear. Indeed, the UK’s 
former chief Brexit negotiator Lord Frost has 
suggested that the Scottish Parliament may 
have already exceeded its powers (by, for ex-
ample, opening overseas hubs to promote 
only Scottish businesses) and that devolution 
might “evolve back” through Westminster ban-
ning such things. Ciaran Martin has publicly 
called this “Anglocentric British nationalism”, 
and to see how potentially maximalist that 
Anglocentric force is, we need only recall that 

“I guess you haven’t been following the news, but I’m 

going to need way more than three wishes!”
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Since the UK’s foundational raison d’être 
was to control Ireland, it was now 
logically defunct. But the thought of 
Imperial HQ itself crumbling, with all 

that implied for the empire, was too awful 
for the political elites. So they acted as they 
have continued to act ever since, and denied 
the reality of British decline and fall. James 
Craig, co-founder of the Ulster Unionist 
Council, rather than being arraigned for the 
treasonable running of almost 25,000 rifles 
from Germany in the spring of 1914, was per-
mitted to construct a grotesquely gerryman-
dered, paramilitary sub-state, Northern Ire-
land – constitutionally within, yet almost 
entirely ungoverned from, Britain.

In mainland Britain, the rump anti-Tory 
league, bereft of 80-plus Irish MPs, had to 
regroup and rebrand. For all the superficial-
ly new postwar ideology, the essential para-
dox remained the same. Labour, by 1923 al-
most hegemonic north of the Trent, remained 
unable seriously to contest southern England 
beyond the poor quarters of London, so the 
muscle of its Scottish and Welsh seats was 
vital. Just like the pre-Great War Liberals, 
Labour had to make devolutionary promises 
even though it was entirely a party of the 
United Kingdom, whose first five leaders were 
all Scotsmen. From June 1918, its official 
policy was “Home Rule All Round”.

That was largely forgotten in the desper-
ate 1920s and 1930s, when the economic 
situation in the north of England, Wales and 
Scotland was so similar that by 1935 the Min-
istry of Labour formally lumped them to-
gether as simply “the North”.

Nor did nationalism disturb Labour’s tri-
umph of 1945. Mortal danger from outside had 
naturally brought the nations of the UK clos-
er and everybody was happy to wrest the 
Union Flag from Churchill’s hands and hoist 
it over Clement Attlee’s New Jerusalem. But 
in the next generation, things returned to the 
post-1885 default. By October 1974, the second 
general election of that turbulent year, Harold 
Wilson felt obliged to offer elected assemblies 
in both Scotland and Wales. The promissory 
note was countersigned in the doomed cam-
paigns of James Callaghan, Michael Foot 

(only to Scotland), and Neil Kinnock, then 
finally handed over by the victorious Tony 
Blair in 1997: for a few years, Cardiff’s AMs and 
Edinburgh’s MSPs happily digested their new 
powers within “Cool Britannia”.

Then came the Scottish independence 
referendum of 2014 and the general election 
of 2015, with Scotland under FPTP peeling 
away from Westminster even more decisive-
ly than Ireland had done with Parnell in 1885.

We’ve been able to evade the implications 
for one simple reason: the Conservatives have 
been in power ever since. And not just any old 
Conservatives, but a new-style party which 
the Tory grandee Ken Clarke has described 
as “essentially English nationalists”. Thus, on 
every substantive issue since the Brexit refer-
endum, ideological opposition from Labour 
and nationalist opposition from the SNP have 
gone hand in hand. As a result, the picture still 
looks, on the surface at least, like the default 
constellation of our politics since 1885: a  
multinational outer-British opposition facing 
a south of England which claims a majoritar-
ian right to rule the whole island.

But if voters’ intentions stay even roughly 
as they are now in the polls, the result of the 
next general election will be without prece-
dent: for the first time, Labour will win in 
England and Wales but be trounced in Scot-
land. It will thus face an opposition consist-
ing of two rival nationalisms.

In the run-up to the next election, how on 
Earth will Labour, born and bred within the 
UK, quintessentially the party of the outer-
British alliance, cope with this prospect?

Two and half years ago, I concluded 
my book The Shortest History of Eng-
land by suggesting that the UK was 
doomed and that, “If [Starmer] can 

purge his own swivel-eyed loons he could, 
just possibly, build a brand-new party for a 
younger England. Perhaps, as Churchill sug-
gested in 1912, a federal England.”

Starmer seems to be acting as though this 
is already the reality in all but name. His re-
cent statements on Brexit are aimed square-
ly at English constituencies. Gordon Brown’s 
report pays lip service to the traditions of UK 
Labour, but if you look closely, the point of 
view is remarkably Anglocentric. In one place, 
the constitutional troubles of the UK are 
blamed entirely on the governmental ar-
rangements of England, as if there is simply 
no such thing as an active nationalist impulse 
in Scotland: “Over-centralisation is bad for 
everyone, but in particular for England… the 
UK government is hyper-centralised when 
dealing with the 85 per cent of its population 
in England, and so is not set up to deal well 
with the other centres of legitimate political 
power, and finds it can ignore constitutional 
safeguards for devolution.”

Moving on: Scotland has shifted ever further away from Westminster over the last three 
general elections

Labour is now 
already more truly 
an English party  
than at any time  
in its historyJA
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“A bit like the UK?” I fire back, hoping to 
ambush him. Not a hope. As I lock the last 
clip into place, I try one more time:

“I mean, if the UK and Great Britain 
are history, who will the Ulster loyalists 
be loyal to? Scotland? That’s ridiculous. 
England? Britain is one thing, but has any 
loyalist ever proclaimed loyalty to wee sneak-
ing perfidious England? Maybe, they just 
might decide…?”

Not a chink in that County Tyrone ar-
mour. Raising his collar against the harsh 
north wind, he disappears into the winter’s 
night, to resume his command of our virtual 
ramparts. Very Tinker, Tailor…. But as I watch 
him go, surrounded by buildings far older 
than Great Britain, never mind the UK, I recall 
that George Smiley’s creator, John le Carré, 
despaired, in the end, of this country, and 
chose to die an Irishman. Which “us” will Ci-
aran Martin be defending two or three years 
from now? As he put it to a Cardiff audience 
in December, “The position in Scotland is 
unsustainable.”

We can wish it away as hard as we like, but 
the crisis of the UK is coming. 

James Hawes’ books include “The Shortest 
History of England” (Old Street)

Labour, the alternative English National 
Party? Is the UK finished? Of course, this 
seems unthinkable. But then, the idea that 
Britain might actually leave the EU was 
scarcely credible just a decade ago. Such 
things always seem unthinkable until they 
happen, at which point we immediately won-
der how we didn’t see them coming. And 
when they do come, they can be deeply un-
comfortable. For what will a new English 
Labour Party be like, stripped of that native 
Great British identity which has allowed it to 
present itself as by nature multinational, mul-
ticultural, communitarian? As anybody who 
was expecting Starmer to at least acknowl-
edge that Brexit has been an economic dis-
aster now understands, things really can 
change utterly.

In the Oxford pub, Ciaran Martin and I set 
down our glasses. An enlightening and 
enjoyable couple of pints has left me 
none the wiser as to his personal views 

regarding the continued existence or oth-
erwise of the United Kingdom. Outside the 
pub, he watches with interest as I try to un-
fold my ancient and now frozen Brompton 
bike. “That,” says he, “is the very definition 
of a contraption.”

So, according to Brown, if only all 
were well in the governance of England (the 
most profound victim of the present 
arrangements), all would automatically 
become well in the UK as a whole? Starmer 
echoes this thinking in his speech of 5 Janu-
ary, claiming that “many of those who voted 
Yes” to Scottish independence in 2014 actu-
ally just wanted the same things as Leave 
voters in England, these being (according 
to him): better local public services, local 
high streets, and local opportunities for 
their children. 

The clear suggestion is that many Scot-
tish voters who think they want independ-
ence really just want better governance from 
Westminster and stronger local councils. 
This is a frankly astonishing response to 
the constitutional crisis caused by the last 
three general elections in Scotland – aston-
ishing, that is, if we assume that Labour, born 
and bred within the UK, is still wedded to 
the UK’s survival.

But look at the maths. In 1987, Kinnock 
won 50 seats in Scotland and 23 in London; 
Starmer has inherited 49 seats in London 
and only one in Scotland. Labour has nearly 
replaced in London what it has lost in Scot-
land. It is thus now already more truly an 
English party than at any time in its history, 
meaning both that it is more able to win in 
England and that it is more obliged to win in 
England – obliged, that is, to take seats out-
side the major cities, and in southern regions 
where only Attlee, Wilson and Blair have 
ever succeeded.

But the situation in Scotland leaves Starm-
er facing a two-front war. In England, assault-
ing a widely discredited right-wing govern-
ment, he can and must present himself as an 
almost apolitical centrist, appealing to un-
contentious values such as competence, fair-
ness, hope and the NHS; in Scotland, how-
ever, his enemy is a pronouncedly centre-left 
nationalism. He cannot outbid the SNP, 
ideologically or constitutionally, without risk-
ing his appeal to middle England.

Expect, then, in 2023 to witness Labour 
all but openly admitting what the Tories all 
but openly admitted in 2015: that what we call 
“UK politics” is essentially about England. 
Starmer has no chance in the core south, 
which even Blair never took. The only path 
to No 10 is to regain Labour’s traditional he-
gemony in the north while convincing pe-
ripheral England south of the Trent that 
Starmer (southern English, KCB, KC!) is also 
the man for it. Hence his litany on 5 January: 
“Burnley, Wolverhampton, Grimsby and 
Swindon.” While this battle for England 
rages, Scotland will be studiously ignored, 
the constitutional issue there safely co-
cooned in the 155 wearying pages of Gordon 
Brown’s report.

This England

Each printed entry receives a 
£5 book token. Entries to 
comp@newstatesman.co.uk 
or on a postcard to This 
England. This column – 
which, though named after 
a line in Shakespeare’s 
“Richard II”, refers to the 
whole of Britain – has run in 
the NS since 1934.

Spice king
A supermarket customer 
who bought five jars of 
paprika last year was 
stunned to be named the 
spice’s No 1 buyer in the 
north-east.

Paul Anthony Jones, 
39, was congratulated 
by Sainsbury’s – despite 
spending only £4.75 
on the 95p jars.

Jones, of Jesmond, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, 
said: “I don’t think 

I earned the title because 
I have some bizarre paprika 
addiction – it’s more that 
other people in the region 
don’t buy a lot.” He said he 
thought the Sainsbury’s 
email declaring him top 
buyer was “pure comedy”.
Daily Mail (Jill Allwood)

Cross your Ts
Workers have been 
mocked online after a 
photo of a misspelt road 
marking in Scarborough 
went viral. Instead of 
“town centre” being 
painted on to the A165, 
contractors missed out 
the second T and wrote 
“town cenre” instead. 

Caroline Bains shared 

her picture of the blunder 
on Facebook, adding: 
“Not sure that’s right.”
BBC Yorkshire 
(Daragh Brady)

Dance around 
the problem
Residents in a seaside 
town home to a bizarre 
set of “wiggly” road 
markings have voiced 
their displeasure by 
staging a conga protest 
along them. 

People were left 
confused and angry when 
a series of curvy lines 
were painted alongside 
the historic seafront in 
the town of Clevedon, 
Somerset. 

According to North 
Somerset council, the 
lines were designed to 
slow down traffic. 

But locals and business 
owners were infuriated 
by the move, which they 
claim looks like a “driving 
lane for drink-drivers”.
Metro (Steve Morley)
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“There has to be an end to elegies 
for the dead,” wrote Tom Nairn 
in After Britain (2001). In the 
epilogue to that book, Nairn, 

who died on 21 January aged 90, gave his own 
account of polling day in Scotland on 11 Sep-
tember 1997: the day the country voted for 
its parliament. It is one of the most personal 
essays by a great political thinker. He de-
scribes driving across the Firth of Forth to 
visit a terminally ill friend in hospital. Nairn 
noticed, with a sense of typically Scottish 
foreboding, the thick fog covering Edinburgh 
and Fife, and worried about the sleepiness 
of a land that was supposed to be determin-
ing its future. After visiting his friend, he set 
off again, driving into Cellardyke, the old 
fishing village where his family spent an idyl-
lic year in 1940. He reflected on the layers of 
memory that make up “identity”, “the look of 

The detective  
of world history

The New Left thinker Tom Nairn, who has 
died aged 90, understood the appeal of 
British identity even as he analysed the 
inevitability of British decline 

By Rory Scothorne
the radio, the warm smell of gas, my mother’s 
tears at abandoning the seacoast for some-
where far inland – and above all, the excite-
ment of being so close to a favourite fishing 
pool among the rocks”.

Surrounding all this was the war, and Win-
ston Churchill’s voice on the radio; but “the 
long continuity of our institutions meant 
extremely little then”. Yet, Nairn noted, it was 
the blurring of those grander events with the 
minutiae of everyday life that helped British-
ness “get into our blood”, and made it so “dif-
ficult to get rid of”. He looked, finally, at the 
car park, museum and restaurant that had 
replaced the old “landscape of herring-box-
es” where he had played as a child, and felt 
“grateful for change, and also impatient: the 
nostalgia-arithmetic of gains-and-losses had 
become pointless, it was time to move on. 
Time to get back and vote.”

Nairn was a Scottish nationalist who un-
derstood the appeal of Britain because he 
knew – and often embraced – the tempta-
tions of identity. Having lived through the 
Second World War and the subsequent 
boom years, he was part of a generation that 
remains opposed to Scottish independence. 
He saw that this opposition was founded 
not just on nostalgia, but a desire for secu-
rity and a fear of the unknown. Far from at-
tempting to ease those fears with the prom-
ise of more security and better certainty, as 
pro-independence politicians tend to do, 
Nairn offered something else: a passionate 
argument for a self-confident plunge into 
the unknown.

This is part of what has made him so vital 
to British intellectual life. Various obituaries 
have hailed him as the “godfather of modern 
Scottish nationalism”, but this is barely even 
true in a purely intellectual sense: Nairn was 
just one of many who forged the ideological 
habits of modern Scotland, and his work 
remains far too rich and exciting to have  
become common sense, even among the 
country’s intellectuals.

Nairn’s significance goes beyond Scottish 
nationalism, which, as he himself argued, has 
been propelled by forces far bigger than mere 
ideas. Here is an intellectual who knew he 
was caught up in the world, familiar with the 
quirky indeterwminacy of history, and im-
mune to the puritan visions for which he 
condemned the more sectarian branches of 
the Marxist left. This was part product, part 
cause of an itinerant lifestyle in which Nairn 
was buffeted around the planet by gusts of 
work and curiosity. Fife, Edinburgh, Oxford, 
Pisa, Dijon, London, Birmingham, Amster-
dam and Melbourne all saw Nairn arrive, not 
just as a resident and worker, but also as a 
kind of roving detective of world-history, 
interrogating his host society as if it held the 
next clue to the great puzzle of modernity.

Yet this should not be mistaken for schol-
arly passivity. He did not believe that his-
tory was something we had to just endure 
and understand, though his work did at 
times veer into a more fatalistic melancholy; 
most of the time he argued that while the 
future usually knocks at unexpected doors, 
it always bears new tools with which we can 
make ourselves and our world more humane 
and democratic.

Outside of Scotland, he is best known as 
a theorist of British historical development, 
creating, with Perry Anderson in the 1960s, 
the so-called Nairn-Anderson thesis. This 
explained British “decline” as a consequence 
of the state’s earlier, abnormal success, and 
of the British people’s failure to mount a 
“complete” revolution against their pre-
modern rulers. Yet even this is only a glimpse, 
cherry-picked from a dense and disparately 

Appreciation 
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published corpus, of what is not so much a 
specific theory as a whole intellectual galaxy. 
It will take time to map Nairn’s work as a set 
of elegantly constellated ideas, spanning 
almost every British political and cultural 
phenomenon one can think of, each radiating 
its own heat and light but combining togeth-
er into something spectacular. Across count-
less magazines, books, columns and lectures, 
this shy man from the small town of Freuchie 
in Fife gave us a whole new paradigm for 
thinking about Britain and its constituent 
parts, grabbing an anti-theoretical culture 
and dragging it into alignment with the  
other world-theories on which Nairn drew.

Among the various writings, we can find 
more resources for hope and action than he 
is often credited with providing: his demands 
for a modern English republicanism, ex-
pressed most powerfully in The Enchanted 

Glass (1988), are more deserving of serious 
study than ever before; as is his socialist sup-
port for European integration, first articu-
lated in The Left Against Europe? (1973). This 
was later extended in what Nairn called “glo-
bality”, in which he argued that “progressive” 
globalisation and “democratic nationalism” 
needed each other to flourish. Then there was 

his brief stint as a political activist with the 
Scottish Labour Party, which split from La-
bour in 1976. Through his involvement with 
the party, Nairn dreamed of a new kind of 
partisanship: more democratic, decentralised, 
ideological and “movement”-oriented than 
before, and unafraid of national identity (a 
dream taken up by the Scottish Green Party, 
as well as elements of Corbynism).

Looking back at the early years of 
Nairn’s career on the New Left in the 
1960s, he does not come across as 
wholly exceptional. He was a leading 

figure among several brilliant intellectuals: 
all cosmopolitan, multilingual, European-
minded and heterodox in their Marxism. Nor 
was it unique that he made his way there from 
“Outer Britain”: Raymond Williams did so 
from Wales, Stuart Hall from Jamaica, and 
many others worked beyond London and 
the south-east. But Nairn stood out for the 
unromantic nature of his thought, never pre-
cious about doctrine or “isms”: if he did not 
resist the language of heroism, damnation 
and melodrama, he resisted its politics. 
Among his peers, only Perry Anderson has 
been more ruthless than Nairn in expunging 
the promise of an eventual victory from his 
socialism; but this has come at the cost of 
immediate political possibility. For Nairn, 
possibility is still close at hand, in the form 
of an “us” that already exists – not one wait-
ing on the other side of class consciousness, 
or some new party or cause, or the revolution, 
but already present in the unmet promise 
that nation and democracy, like freedom and 
whisky, should gang thegither.

Nairn held fast to that basic republican 
promise through decades of political chaos 
and interference, adjusting the compass 
when events required it. When navigating in 
poor visibility, you are supposed to fix upon 
some clear object in your path – a rock, or a 
fence post – and head towards it. In a total 
white-out, you can call on a member of your 
party to go on ahead and stand there, bat-
tered by the wind and cold, giving you some-
thing to aim for.

Socialism, hidden today by blizzards of 
distraction, has been too far off for simple 
navigation. But in Tom Nairn’s lone, wind-
blasted national republicanism, the left has 
been gifted something visible and reachable. 
His books and essays now form craggy land-
marks which others can still use to approach 
the present from whatever past they inhab-
it. But in losing the man, those of us with eyes 
on the future have lost something rare and 
precious: a thinker who was brave and clear 
enough to keep striding into the storm, 
marking the way. There has to be an end to 
elegies for the dead – but not yet. We still 
need Tom Nairn. 

Intellectual galaxy: Tom Nairn’s wide-ranging work made him vital to British ideological life 

We have lost a 
thinker who was 
brave enough to 
keep striding ahead 
into the storm
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Teams aren’t allowed 
to keep score until 
participants are 13: no 
targets or league tables

JONATHAN 
LIEW

Left Field
Norway’s golden generation of athletes 
proves the value of sport as a public good 

Idrettsgallaen 2023, the Norwegian 
equivalent of Britain’s Sports Personality 
of the Year awards, was held in Hamar’s 
Olympic Hall on 7 January, and by all 

accounts the mood was even more festive 
than usual. The previous year had been 
one of the most remarkable in Norway’s 
sporting history, and so as well as 
disbursing the customary prizes it was a 
moment to celebrate and admire the view 
from the summit.

At the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing, 
Norway won 16 gold medals, beating the 
record for any nation at a single winter 
Games. Erling Braut Haaland and Ada 
Hegerberg are two of the greatest 
footballers on the planet. Martin Ødegaard 
is the captain of Premier League leaders 
Arsenal. Casper Ruud is ranked the world’s 
second-best male tennis player and 
reached the final of both the US Open and 
the French Open last year. Viktor Hovland 
reached third in the golf world rankings. 
Magnus Carlsen is one of the greatest 
chess players in history. Norwegians are 
currently world champions in sports as 
diverse as weightlifting, ironman triathlon, 
beach volleyball and time-trial cycling.

By the standards of any nation, this 
would be a formidable roster of sporting 
achievement. And yet this is a country of 
just five million people, and one that is in 
effect frozen over for large parts of the year. 
“It’s cool to be Norwegian in the year that 
has just been,” said Jakob Ingebrigtsen, the 
Olympic 1,500 metres and World 5,000 
metres champion who received the male 
athlete of the year award. “Per inhabitant, 
we must be the nation with the most 
quality.” It is worth asking exactly what is 
going on here, whether anything tangible 

can be learned from Norway’s golden 
generation. By “learned” I am not referring 
to the narrow, clinical lessons found in 
high-performance sporting discourse: the 
language of PowerPoint presentations and 
elite taskforces. Because the more you 
delve into the Norwegian success story 
and the way in which the country has 
developed a sporting culture, the more 
interesting it becomes.

The natural reflex is to point out that 
Norway is a wealthy European nation with 
ample resources to put into its sporting 
infrastructure. But this explains nothing on 
its own; Ireland, a country with a similar 
population and GDP, has a comparatively 
small global sporting footprint. Besides, 
Norway has been wealthy for decades, and 
yet if you go back through Idrettsgallaen 
shortlists of the 2000s they were generally 
populated by skiers and biathletes, plucky 
bronze medallists and the odd mid-
standard Premier League footballer such 
as John Carew or Claus Lundekvam.

But of course money helps, if you know 
where to spend it. And while nations such 
as China and Great Britain have funnelled 
overwhelming resources into the elite end 
of the pyramid, sports policy in Norway is 
seen as a joint enterprise in culture, 
education and public health. State funding 
is focused on grass-roots participation, 

and in particular the local clubs and 
volunteer organisations that provide most 
children with their first experience of 
sport. When you buy a lottery ticket, you 
can choose to donate a portion of the 
proceeds to your local sports club. 
Perhaps this explains why around 80 per 
cent of children aged between six and 12 
participate in at least one sporting activity.

Allied to this is a certain vision of sport 
that distinguishes Norway from many of its 
international competitors. It’s called 
idrettsglede – literally, “the joy of sport”. In 
Norway, organised sporting teams can’t 
keep score until participants are 13: that 
means no targets or league tables. Coaches 
are forbidden from telling young athletes 
how much they weigh in case it induces 
eating disorders. Children are not pushed 
to specialise in a single sport too early. 
Erling Haaland grew up running, skiing 
and playing handball. “We want to leave 
the kids alone,” Tore Øvrebø, Norway’s 
director of elite sport, told Time magazine. 
“They learn a lot from playing, from not 
being anxious, from not being counted, 
from not being judged… And they tend to 
stay on for longer.”

Norway’s idrettsglede could scarcely be 
more at odds with the modern view of 
sport in Britain. For decades, successive 
governments invested heavily in Olympic 
sport while slowly whittling away at the 
system beneath, allowing playing fields to 
be sold off and state school sport to 
wither. Women’s sport was disdained 
unless it “paid the bills”. This was, in 
essence, sport viewed through a cynical 
commercial lens: not something you do 
but something you pay for, not a vehicle of 
personal joy but an entertainment product.

Norwegian sport is far from perfect. 
Even amid the gold rush there are notes of 
caution being sounded over the focus on 
elite achievement. Rising costs have hit 
local sporting clubs hard and raised the 
barriers to entry for the poorest. The lack 
of diversity on the shortlists has catalysed a 
conversation on whether Norwegian sport 
is less inclusive than it likes to imagine. The 
problem of ensuring access for all is, 
according to the prime minister Jonas Gahr 
Støre, “a great democratic task before us”. 

And yet from across the sea, even to 
hear a prime minister speak about sport in 
these terms feels bracing, almost renegade. 
So often in this country we are told that 
sport as a public good and sport as a mass 
entertainment product are two opposing 
poles. Norway’s success story reminds us 
that they need not be. 

Jonathan Liew is a sports writer at the 
Guardian
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The night before my mother died, she threw a 
cocktail party. It was her 73rd birthday and 
she knew she was dying. The 20 or so friends 
who gathered in her flat knew she was dying, 

too. But Mum didn’t want to talk about it. She insisted 
on manoeuvring her stiff, shrunken arms into a sparkly 
jumper and backcombing her hair the way it was when 
she was a teenager. She wanted to drink Gin & Its – or 
more precisely, she wanted us to drink Gin & Its, since 
all she could manage were tiny sips of mango juice.

By lunchtime the next day, all the guests had trickled 
away. Mum’s best friend, my brother and his wife had 
left Bristol for London. My husband had also left to 
take care of our two young children. “I can come back 
with the boys,” he said, to which I replied, a little too 
tersely: “One-year-olds and syringes do not mix.”  
In truth, I was scared. I had never seen anyone die. Now 
I was alone with my mother, an oxygen machine and a 
fridge full of leftover party food.

I had given birth only the summer before, and the 
experience of watching her face death had much in 
common: my mother’s emphasis on breathing, her look 
of helpless pleading and then supreme focus. She was 
in the zone. She was barely able to speak but her face 
flashed with past, more energetic selves: the school 
running champion winning the county race; the 
English teacher holding court; the political firebrand 
addressing the rally.

Critic at Large

In search of a 
language of loss

Is there a correct way  
to mourn? When my mother 
died, I scoured the literature  

of grief for answers 

By Johanna Thomas-Corr
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We were lucky: we had managed to get Mum out of 
hospital – apart from everything else, it meant that she 
could retain her near-religious faith in the NHS – but 
we had no professional care in place. Just friends. 
Julia, a former nurse, came by to help me administer 
morphine. My friend Sarah, a doctor, drove over with a 
suitcase of my clothes so I could stay the night. My 
mother, sitting on the sofa, one leg tucked protectively 
underneath her, looked desperately relieved to see her. 
We stepped out of the room to discuss how to move 
Mum into her bedroom – and in these two or three 
minutes, she died. Lung failure, heart failure. 

We toasted her with prosecco and some macaroons 
she had been given as a birthday present. It was the 
best way to remember her, Julia and Sarah agreed. It 
was also a sedative for the shock of losing your mother 
on a cold December night. Then the three of us lifted 
Mum’s tiny, contorted body from the sofa to her 
bedroom. Julia’s jumper snagged on a door handle. 
“Hang on! Stop! We need to reverse.” They didn’t want 
to be the first to laugh so it was down to me to get the 
giggles. “Mum would have found this hilarious.”

Would have. She had been dead less than an hour. I 
now realised that the last thing she would have seen 
were her still-wrapped birthday presents, piled up 
around the fireplace.

 

“The layers of loss make life feel papery 
thin,” writes the novelist Chimamanda 
Ngozi Adichie in Notes on Grief (2021), her 
spare, lyrical outpouring of sorrow. 

Adichie’s 88-year-old father, James Nwoye Adichie – 
Nigeria’s first professor of statistics – died suddenly 
when she was thousands of miles away in the US and 
couldn’t get back. Two aunts died shortly afterwards, 
prompting a “sensation of eternal dissolving”. For 
Adichie, the physicality of her own grief also recalled 
the experience of birth, of pushing out a child.

I was given Adichie’s book by a friend of Sarah’s who 
had lost her mother to Covid-19; she had heard that I 
had lost my mother and grandma within a few months 
of each other. This is the kind of activity that goes on 
among the bereaved, I discovered, the passing of 
books, poems, lines. I suppose it’s because we are 
searching desperately for language to describe the 
peculiar transition from being to not being – metaphors 
and similes that borrow imagery from something 
generally understood (a tidal wave, a cliff edge, a dark 
tunnel) to help explain something bewildering. And it 
was books that provided the bond between me and 
Mum, who had been an English teacher, and didn’t feel 
the need for many other possessions.

In her memoir about the death of her father Lost & 
Found (2022), the journalist Kathryn Schulz uses a 
wonderfully vivid metaphor to explain how sorrow is 
assailed by something more complex: her grief, she 
writes, manifested as anxiety, irritability and 
distraction; her sadness was more “furtive” and 
“vulnerable”, like “a small neutral nation on a bellicose 
continent whose borders were constantly overrun by 
more aggressive emotions”. Like me, she longed to 
experience a purer grief, yearning for “moments when 

my sorrow ran through me like a river at night, dark 
and clear, untainted by any more insidious emotion”. 
Yet, as she acknowledges, “such things aren’t 
responsive to our wishes”.

After my mother’s death, it was Adichie’s depiction 
of loss as “an erosion” that resonated. “Grief is a cruel 
kind of education,” she writes. “You learn how much 
grief is about language and the grasping for language.” 
I kept reaching for my own figures of speech, only for 
them to writhe out of my hands. It was as if a building 
had been demolished, leaving a gap in the skyline. It 
was a tape that had… just stopped. Writing about her 
was easy: she was so distinctive. But writing about my 
relationship with her – this was a slippery business.

My mum, Annie Thomas, wasn’t famous, but she was 
well-known to the thousands of children she had 
taught, and to seemingly everyone involved in left-wing 
politics in Bristol. Born to working-class parents in 
Gosport in 1948 – the same year as her beloved NHS – 
she was a Labour councillor when I was growing up, 
known as “Red Annie” in the local press, and thrown 
out of the party for disobedience in the early 1990s. She 
remained fiercely committed to feminist and socialist 
causes – one of my childhood holidays took place at a 
Socialist Workers’ conference in Skegness – and 
eventually returned to the fold as chair of the Bristol 
West Constituency Labour Party when Jeremy Corbyn 
became leader. She was, as many of her friends said, a 
fighter, a powerhouse, “the best MP we never had”. 

You didn’t want to get into an argument with my 
mum. She was courageous and uncompromising. My 
childhood memories involve picket lines of all kinds, 
Free Nelson Mandela T-shirts, Mum appearing on the 
local news in a shock of peroxide, declaring she was 
prepared to go to jail over the poll tax. She did all this 
while bringing up me and my brother alone, on a 
teacher’s salary, having divorced my father when I was 
three. One of the final things I said to her, minutes 
before she died, was, “Mum, you are so brave.”

But she could be tough on me. I was her eldest child, 
her only daughter. If there was a misplaced word or an 
inflection that didn’t quite align with her mood, there 
would be a flare-up. She often thought I was sneering 
at her, and I felt she was trying to control me. In The 
Cost of Living (2018), the second part of her “living 
memoir”, Deborah Levy writes about the death of her 
mother, a woman who was (like mine) “braver in her life 
than I have ever been” but who (also like mine) “gave 
me a hard time, beyond the call of a dutiful daughter”. 
Levy quotes Marguerite Duras saying she believes “the 
mother represents madness. Our mothers always 
remain the strangest, craziest people we’ve ever met.” 
But, Levy adds: “Now I can see that I did not want to let 
her be herself, for better or worse.”

That was true of me, too. Mum was forthright, 
rebellious, embarrassing. She once smuggled us onto a 
train from Prague to Paris without paying and made us 
hide from the inspectors. She was a conscientious 
objector to all domestic tasks, and one Christmas fell 
out with a friend who bought her a recipe book. At 
parties, she got up on chairs to dance and when she 
went to the theatre, which she loved, she would buy 

The local 
press called 
her “Red  
Annie”. She 
was brave,  
but she  
could be 
tough on me
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Critic at Large
the passing of his mother. He struggles to remain 
present at the deathbed. Watching her stooped figure 
in the care home, he supposes “he would not see her 
alive again but after ten minutes that did not stop him 
wanting to leave. On the contrary. As he saw it she was 
already dead and he was already grieving but could not 
do it in her presence.” Lessons was perhaps the first 
novel published after my mum’s death that I knew she 
would have read and discussed with me – not least 
because it followed a man also born in 1948 to a 
working-class family. It was both cathartic and 
agonising to read, a reminder that the baby boomers 
weren’t, as we had once joked, immortal. 

Five years before, when my mother was seriously ill, 
I had read Emily Berry’s poetry collection, Stranger, 
Baby (2017). Berry’s mother died when she was a child, 
and one line haunted me: “A mother’s death lasts a lot 
of years”. When I realised my mother would never get 
better, and that she would always remain inscrutable 
on the subject of her own death, I began privately 
rehearsing the moment I would lose her – often in  
the shower where my family couldn’t hear me crying.  
I would repeat to myself: “My mother is dying, my 
mother is dying.” I began reading more about death 
because I could see it coming. 

And yet I’m not sure how useful this anticipatory 
grief is. For some time after Mum died, I still woke up 
thinking: is that it? All the richness and noise and 
struggle and force of personality. She must have had 
some kind of plan? And even if she has gone, surely this 
elaborate enterprise she had got up and running – all 
these people, all these beautiful and strange 
connections – isn’t just going to pack up and go home? 

I felt a pressure to preserve her world, to maintain 
all the conversations, to hire some sort of brilliant 
stage manager to “keep the ball rolling” as Joseph 
Conrad had it in his novel Chance. Unlike my best 
friend’s father, an artist and writer, she left no material 
legacy. I have her books, some newspaper cuttings and 
a cup we had made with her face on it. Every now and 
then, when I go to reheat my coffee, I am faintly aware 
that I am pulling my mother out of the microwave. 
Would she approve? Am I doing this right?

 In Sheila Heti’s novel Motherhood (2018) her narrator 
reflects on the inevitable entanglements with our 
mothers and grandmothers, and advises women not to 
struggle against them. “How far beyond your own 
mother do you hope to get?… Let the pattern which is 
the repeating, which was your mother, and her mother 
before her, live it a little bit differently this time. A life is 
just a proposition you ask yourself by living it, Could a 
life be lived like this, too?”

By far the weirdest aspect of grieving is how much I 
have come to like images of myself, simply because 
they remind me of her. I used to be so self-conscious 
– and the vain part of me is horrified by how much grief 
has aged me (Schulz calls it: “all at once, one very large 
step into oblivion”). But I rather like the fact I now look 
a bit like my mother did. I find I am not fighting it. 

Johanna Thomas-Corr is literary editor of the  
Sunday Times

the cheapest standing tickets – before making a dash 
for an unoccupied seat in the stalls after the interval.

And yet she developed an extensive network of 
devoted friends. She was single for the last 35 years of 
her life but one of the least lonely people I knew, having 
dispersed any need for companionship, affection, 
humour, intimacy and adventure among dozens of 
friends. “Life was always exciting with Annie,” one 
wrote to me after she died. My husband adored her. To 
my children, she was the most radiant and magical 
grandmother. But what was she to me? Levy describes 
her mother’s body as her first “landmark”, a 
disorienting thing to lose. “Most childhood memories 
were twinned with her presence on earth.” To me, my 
mother was beautiful, fierce, familiar. But how much 
easier to remember her as she was to others.

Even the undertaker, it turned out, had known her. 
“You’ll want to do something that includes all her 
friends in politics,” she said. And I did feel this 
responsibility deeply. When two of her comrades 
refused to attend her funeral, preferring to 
commemorate her in their own way, I fretted to one of 
her older friends that I was misremembering her 
somehow. “No, Jo,” she replied. “She was your mum.”

 She repeated this phrase again and again until the 
strange, incantatory rhythm broke down my defences. 
Someone gently led her away when I started crying. It 
took me back to being a child in the dark at night, 
listening for the sound of my mother’s car returning 
home from a Labour Party meeting. Waiting for her to 
open the garage door beneath our house, greet the 
babysitter, put the kettle on. How long would it take 
her to come upstairs? Would she go to my bedroom 
first? She was your mum. She was your mum. 

In Clover Stroud’s The Red of My Blood (2022), about the 
death of her sister, Nell Gifford, the leader of a circus 
troupe, the author wonders what is an “appropriate” 
way to remember the deceased. She admits to being 

transfixed by her 46-year-old sister’s “golden” dead 
body. She wonders if taking photos of it was “extremely 
weird”, yet was happy to have that image on her phone 
whenever she felt strong enough to look at it.

I did the same, partly for my brother (who then told 
me he never wanted to see it), partly for myself. A 
month later, when my best friend’s father died in India, 
she sent a photo of him wrapped in cotton lying in a 
refrigerated casket on his porch. I sent back the image 
of my mum covered in a patchwork quilt made by a 
friend, next to the roses Sarah placed beside her. We 
had both loved each other’s parents.

That night, I held Mum for as long as I could bear. 
Too often, I had flinched from her, anticipating some 
kind of criticism, but now I focused on her hands, the 
only part of her body that still felt familiar. We used to 
hold hands while watching the news. We held hands 
when I was in labour with my first son. It was a relief 
that she had gone after so many years of pain, a relief 
she hadn’t died in a hospital corridor, a relief that I 
didn’t have to preside over another spiralling situation.

In Ian McEwan’s novel, Lessons (2022), his 
protagonist Roland expresses a similar desire to hasten 

I took a 
photo of her 
after she died, 
partly for my 
brother (who 
told me he 
never wanted 
to see it)
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Pegasus: The Story of the World’s Most Dangerous 
Spyware by Laurent Richard and Sandrine Rigaud
Macmillan, 336pp, £20

Every technology of liberation has been “turned into a 
tool of repression as well”. This is the guiding maxim of 
Claudio Guarnieri, an ethical hacker who plays a 
starring role in Pegasus, a thrilling account of the 
development and exposure of the world’s most 
powerful “spyware”. Guarnieri’s maxim rings true both 
for the internet and the cyber-weapon at the centre of 
this book. Pegasus was developed by an Israeli tech 
firm to weaponise smartphones against their owners. 
It promised that Pegasus would aid crackdowns on sex 
traffickers, terrorists and criminal gangs, and liberate 
their victims. But like most cyber-weapons, Pegasus 
has also been used for less worthy means: to spy on 
political dissidents, activists and journalists, such as 
Jamal Khashoggi, who agitated against corrupt regimes.

Laurent Richard and Sandrine Rigaud’s book 
documents in meticulous detail the lengths they and 
their publishing partners went to in order to expose the 
abuse of Pegasus by governments around the world. It is 
a timely reminder of investigative reporting’s power, 
that the right to privacy has been gradually eroded, and 
that few other liberties can survive without it.
By Oscar Williams

Toy Fights: A Boyhood by Don Paterson
Faber & Faber, 384pp, £16.99

Don Paterson is a prize-winning poet, but poetry 
barely gets a look-in in this memoir of his life up to the 
age of 20 – music looms too large. Born in Dundee in 
1963, Paterson was brought up on a “scheme” (housing 
estate) in a musical home: his jobbing-guitarist father 
opened for the likes of Shirley Collins and John 
Martyn. Having failed at piano, trumpet and trombone, 
the 14-year-old Paterson – whose tastes were heading 
jazz-wards – stopped skirting his dad’s shadow and 
“succumbed” to the guitar.

“Succumbed” is apt because Paterson’s childhood 
is defined by struggle, surrender and survival. His 
school, the grimly named Baldragon Academy, is a 
place of violence and abuse. His spell of “religious 
mania” leaves him wracked with guilt. And in his late 
teens the “endless horror” of a schizophrenic episode 
leads to hospitalisation, and an epiphany: “You knew 
that the ego was a construct… because you’d watched 
it dismantled.” It’s clear from the garrulous footnotes 
of this witty, forthright memoir that even in middle-
aged literary respectability, Paterson’s battles – with 
enemies ranging from the woke left to trendy prose 
poetry – continue. 
By Tom Gatti

Siblings  
by Brigitte Reimann, translated by Lucy Jones
Penguin Classics, 144pp, £12.99

The first work by the cult East German author Brigitte 
Reimann to be published in English is a striking portrait 
of what it feels like to be young, idealistic and crushed 
by the systems around you. It is 1960. The siblings of the 
title are Elisabeth, an artist, and her brother Uli, who 
tells her he plans to leave their home of East Germany 
and defect to the West. Elisabeth is devastated, not only 
because she fears the weakening of their relationship, 
but because his desertion is a betrayal of the communist 
state in which she has so much faith.

This translation of Siblings (it was first published in 
German in 1963) marks 50 years since Reimann’s death, 
aged just 39, 16 years before the fall of the Berlin Wall. 
Her depiction of the complexities of nationhood are 
remarkably modern, and her portrayal of the sibling 
bond unnerving and tender: “We had interlaced our 
fingers in either affection or weariness.” Elisabeth sees 
her generation as principled compared to her parents’, 
who didn’t do enough to stop the Nazis’ rise to power. 
Yet Uli’s threatened departure stirs within her 
resentment entangled with longing for a life she will 
not allow herself to even imagine. 
By Ellen Peirson-Hagger

Sensational: A New Story of Our Senses  
by Ashley Ward
Profile, 320pp, £20 

According to the animal behaviourist Ashley Ward, 
humans are more nuanced creatures than we believe. 
We do not have just five senses, he says, but as many as 
53, with our sensory receptors acting “like an army of 
hyperactive stenographers” sending messages to the 
brain, which turns them into meaning. This book is a 
diverting and information-rich gallop through the 
quirks and rationales of this sensory refinement. 

Sight, for example, may use up more brain computing 
power than the other senses combined but it is nowhere 
near as developed as our sense of smell – we can detect 
the equivalent of a single drop of a chemical in two 
Olympic swimming pools. Meanwhile, touching another 
person leads to an improved immune system and 
releases chemicals that calm us, which is why fingertips 
have 240 nerve fibres per centimetre while the torso has 
just nine in the same space, and why touch starts in the 
womb. In fact after fact, Ward uses the senses to explain 
everything from why we kiss to how we maintain our 
balance. We owe our senses everything, he says; it is a 
combination of their barely fathomable complexity that 
enables us to negotiate the world.  
By Michael Prodger

Reviewed in short
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What does it mean to be black? This is a 
question examined by two authors who 
have written and spoken about race for 
more than two decades: Kenan Malik and 

Colin Grant. Malik, an Observer columnist, argues in his 
excellent new book Not So Black and White that we “live in 
an age in which our thinking is saturated with racial 
ideology and the embrace of difference”. But “the more 
we despise racial thinking, the more we cling to it. It is 
like an ideological version of Stockholm syndrome.” 

Grant takes a slightly different approach. Unlike 
Malik’s book – an intellectual history of the concept of 
race, and a critique of contemporary left-wing identity 
politics – Grant’s I’m Black So You Don’t Have to Be is a 
family memoir. It is not a conceptual account of what it 
means to be black. It is visceral. 

In his 1940 book, Dusk of Dawn, the influential  
black American intellectual WEB Du Bois offered an 
answer to the proposition: “The black man is a person  
who must ride ‘Jim Crow’ in Georgia.” To be black is  
a social condition. It is not a natural or essential state. 

This is the view Malik takes. He argues that anti-
racism must be rooted in an understanding of material 
conditions rather than an attachment to racial identity. 
This is because race is not a biological reality but was 
invented to explain and justify pre-existing social 
inequalities. “Race did not give birth to racism,” he 
writes. “Racism gave birth to race.”

When north Europeans colonised North America in 
the 17th century, they didn’t see themselves as “white”. 
They were English or Dutch or French. The racialisation 
happened afterwards as a way to justify the practice  
of importing enslaved Africans. We often think of the 
18th century – the age of enlightenment – as the period 
that nurtured universal moral equality. But it was also  
a time that gave birth to race science. Between the 
Enlightenment and the 19th century, Malik argues,  
race increasingly became the lens through which to 
explain social differences between groups of people. 

Black people were not the only ones to be denigrated 
on the basis of their “race”. European groups and 
working-class people were racialised too. In the 19th 
century, for instance, Irish immigrants in America were 
seen by nativists as black people “turned inside out”. In 
1864, the London newspaper Saturday Review described 
the Bethnal Green poor as “a race of whom we know 
nothing, whose lives are of quite different complexion, 
persons with whom we have no point of contact”.

In the middle of the 20th century, noxious ideas of 
racial difference culminated in the Holocaust. The 
Nazis’ beliefs had not come out of nowhere. They were 
partly inspired by the US, where 32 states passed laws 
between 1907 and 1932 on the compulsory sterilisation 
of mentally disabled people. Hitler said the Passing of 
the Great Race, a 1916 book by the American white 
supremacist Madison Grant, was “my bible”. 

But Malik is not an anti-Western polemicist.  
He argues that the barbarism that engulfed Europe  
in the 20th century sprung from the racist thinkers  
and politicians who denied the values of the 
Enlightenment to all of humanity. It is his attachment to 
these values that explains his opposition to the “politics 

Caught in the 
blackness trap

The left is correct to view race 
as a social construct – but its 

fixation on identity is anything 
but progressive

By Tomiwa Owolade

Books

Family stories: art by Colin Grant’s daughter, who also created his book’s cover
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of identity” now fashionable among today’s left. 
“Many who have taken up the Black Lives Matter 

banner,” he writes, “conflate the necessity of challenging 
racism with the building of racial solidarity. Pursuing the 
second aim makes achieving the first more difficult.” 
Black elites and black workers, for instance, do not 
share the same material interests: a black sanitation 
worker may share the same race as a corporate lawyer, 
but on many of the substantive issues that underpin 
people’s lives – work, housing, education, healthcare 
– their experiences are too different for us to rely on 
race as a unit of social analysis. 

Malik also points out that mass incarceration 
should not be seen as an exclusively racial issue. More 
than anything else, it is about class. He quotes analysis 
by the UK think tank the People’s Policy Project  
which found that, “race is not a statistically significant 
factor for many incarceration outcomes, once class is 
adequately controlled for”. However, black Americans 
are disproportionately working-class and any politics 
that focuses solely on race undermines the case for  
a progressive politics based on class solidarity.  
Malik quotes from another study, by John Clegg and 
Adaner Usmani, which found that “a white high-school 
dropout was about 15 times more likely to be in prison 
than a black college graduate”. 

Malik is a partisan of a “radical universalist tradition”.  
His heroes include CLR James, Frantz Fanon, Frederick 
Douglass and James Baldwin, and he believes political 
belonging should be defined by shared moral values 
rather than a shared racial identity. But this tradition, 
according to Malik, was continuously diluted in the  
20th century by the decline of trade union movements 
and the rise of neoliberalism. “There have always been 
identitarian movements insisting on embracing racial 
categories as a means of escaping the burden of racism,” 
he writes. “But these were mostly seen as conservative.” 
These movements assumed race was a scientific fact, 
while today’s progressives claim to view it as a social 
construct – but in practice their fixation on race 
resembles that of their conservative predecessors. 

For Grant, however, a black identity seems 
important. Indeed, in the preface to his book,  
he confides to the reader that he is giving us the 
“black nod”, which is when two black people 

walking down the street nod to each other, even if they 
have never met. It is a way of saying: you are not alone,  
I recognise your existence. By giving us the black nod, 
Grant – who has written a lot about the black Caribbean 
experience – is writing his most revealing work. 

By its very nature, I’m Black So You Don’t Have to Be 
does not offer any clear answers on what it means to 
be black. It is not a polemic. It is a series of stories, 
each of which revolves around an individual in Grant’s 
family, and which read almost like folk tales. The first is 
about Doc Saunders, Grant’s grand-uncle, who moved 
to Britain from Jamaica in the late 1930s. 

No one in the family had seen Doc Saunders for 
decades when in 1981 Grant, aged 19, won a place  
to study medicine at the Royal London Hospital in 
Whitechapel. He goes to stay for a few months with 

Doc Saunders in Manor House in north London.  
He later finds out that Saunders was not even a doctor. 
He had driven ambulances.  

Transformation is a key theme. Selma, Grant’s 
sister, is an effortless code-switcher. She can change 
from raw Jamaican patois to the diction of an upper-
middle-class English woman. She is no longer the 
daughter of West Indian immigrants who live in a 
Luton council estate. She has now fashioned herself as 
a wealthy Ghanaian princess called Salome working in 
the high-end advertising agency Saatchi & Saatchi. 

We are also reintroduced to the character of Bageye, 
Grant’s father. He is a raffish figure who funded Grant’s 
fees at a private school by selling cannabis and finds  
his greatest pleasure in gambling on horse races. He  
is physically and verbally abusive to Grant’s mother.  
He abandons the family when Grant is still a teenager. 
He is not, by objective standards, a good man. Yet Grant 
is still fascinated by him. And one of the most moving 
passages in the book is when he takes his young 
children to meet Bageye. It is moving because Grant 
retains Bageye’s humanity. He doesn’t represent his 
father as a demon. Or as a symbol for West Indian 
identity. He simply presents him as an old man seeing 
his grandchildren for the first time. 

The stories are haunted by the question of racial 
authenticity. Uncle Castus, whose quip “I’m black so 
you don’t have to be”, gives the book its title, teases 
Grant about not being black enough. “What self-
respecting black man, he wondered, would move to 
Brighton, ride a bike, prefer lentils to chicken, allow his 
children to call him by his first name, read feminist 
literature, give up the chance to become a doctor?” 

There is a constant push and pull between the desire 
to belong to a black Caribbean identity and the reality  
of being estranged from it. This is experienced most 
vividly in family surroundings. Attending his father’s 
funeral, for example, Grant writes that “perhaps if  
I hadn’t left home, gone to university and mixed 
predominantly with white middle-class people, I’d  
have felt more at home in their company”. 

Related to the question of “Are you really black 
enough?” is the question “Are you really British enough?” 
The people accused of not being sufficiently black  
are considered too British. Grant’s compelling and 
poignant book gives a convincing answer to the first 
question: that there is more than one way to be black. 

It is through his British-born children that he most 
feels a connection to a black identity, not through his 
Jamaican-born relatives. He describes how his mother, 
Ethlyn, “like so many West Indian mothers who were 
petrified for their children, counselled that we should 
avoid conflict. The same sober advice has not been 
necessary for my children.” 

They feel no need to “prove” their Britishness.  
This means they can confidently embrace a black 
identity. I hope they, and other black people, will  
soon feel no need to prove their “blackness” either.  
As the philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah once  
put it, racial identity is part of “the lies that bind”.  
We must push against rigidly enforced racial  
categories to be truly free. 

Not So Black  
and White 
Kenan Malik 
Hurst, 328pp, £20

I’m Black So You 
Don’t Have to Be 
Colin Grant 
Jonathan Cape, 
256pp, £18.99

Black elites 
and black 
workers do 
not share  
the same 
material 
interests
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Nevada, 2017), it is instructive to recall that a century 
ago the US considered the shooting of seven criminals 
unprecedented, and unacceptable, mass slaughter.

Leaders promised action. It took five years, an 
attempt to shoot Franklin D Roosevelt, and the hunt for 
the escaped bank robber John Dillinger (famous for his 
machine guns), but in 1934 Congress passed a National 
Firearms Act, which mandated registration of certain 
types of firearm including machine guns, a prohibitive 
tax, and regulation of their transport across state lines. 
Still in force today, the law was strengthened in 1986 in 
response to the attempted assassination of Ronald 
Reagan, including a clause that barred the possession of 
any newly manufactured machine gun and 
grandfathered those already legally owned.

On St Valentine’s Day in 2018, 89 years after Chicago, 
17 people were slaughtered in Parkland, Florida. This 
time 14 of the victims were high-school students; the rest 
were staff trying to save them. Nothing was done. It 
happened six years after nothing was done in response 
to the massacre of 20 primary-school children, and six 
staff, at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Connecticut. 
In both cases semi-automatic weapons were used, 
because fully automatic weapons remain highly 
regulated and difficult to obtain, as they have since 1934. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), in 2020 nearly 20,000 homicides were 
committed in the US with firearms. It is indicative that 
this is reported by the CDC, for gun violence in the US is 
a disease. Now come the mass shootings in Monterey 
Park and Half Moon Bay – the latter is the 38th mass 
shooting (defined as four or more victims, not including 
the killer) in the US this year, less than a month in.

As the crisis escalates, the eminent novelist  

Newspaper reports across the country 
proclaimed it “shocking wholesale slaughter”, 
a “most astonishing, cold-blooded killing” 
that left a “pile of bodies” “stretched like rag 

dolls” after a mass shooting. Even in a city known for 
its violence, such “slayings, in the form of a massacre, 
was something new”. 

It was February 1929, and America was reeling from 
the news that seven Chicago gangsters had been shot 
dead in what became known as the St Valentine’s Day 
Massacre. Today, as the country routinely absorbs mass 
shootings of 32 (Virginia Tech, 2007), 49 (Orlando, 
Florida, 2016), or 60 dead with 413 wounded (Paradise, 

America’s 
gun delusion

Paul Auster says fixing the 
firearms crisis requires deep 

cultural change. What it really 
needs is political leadership 

By Sarah Churchwell

“This is a choice”: Marysville Pilchuck High School in Washington state, where five students died in a mass shooting on 24 October 2014
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Paul Auster has joined the debate with Bloodbath Nation, 
a collaboration with the photographer (and Auster’s 
son-in-law) Spencer Ostrander, to memorialise and 
reflect on American gun violence. Ostrander’s 
“photographs of silence” document the sites of mass 
shootings, “gravestones of our collective grief”. Staccato 
captions record the details of each tragedy: “Walmart. 
El Paso, Texas. August 3, 2019. 23 people killed; 23 
injured.” Auster begins and ends his essay reflecting on 
the damage done to his own family after his 
grandmother shot and killed his grandfather at home. 

His position on the gun crisis is clear: “To say that 
guns do not cause gun violence is no less ludicrous 
than saying that cars do not cause car crashes or that 
cigarettes do not cause lung cancer.” It is an intelligent 
and elegant essay, yet an inadequate one, for Auster 
despairs at the problem, presenting it as all but 
intractable. He also skips over most of the history, 
declaring: “Those arguments and counter-arguments 
are numbingly familiar to us by now.” Those arguments 
may be familiar – but presumably it is the writer’s job to 
make them fresh, or find new ones. 

We are told Americans are too devoted to their “gun 
culture”; the US has always been this way; until it can 
“conduct an honest, gut-wrenching examination of who 
we are and who we want to be as a people”, nothing will 
change. But historically, this is nonsense. Americans did 
not use assault weapons to massacre each other, much 
less children, in public spaces with sickening frequency 
until the 1990s. New laws don’t require soul-searching, 
they require political leadership. Auster’s heart is in the 
right place, but his argument is wrong-headed.

Auster insists that efforts at gun regulation 
would inevitably backfire, as Prohibition did 
when it led to an escalation of alcohol 
consumption between 1920 and 1933, rather 

than its elimination. Regulation is not the same as a ban, 
but Auster repeatedly conflates them: the US no longer 
bans alcohol, but it does strictly regulate and license it. 
Moreover, Prohibition was only partly motivated by 
public health and safety. It was also religiously 
motivated, and – most importantly – it was a minority 
law. That’s the other key to why it failed: Prohibition is 
more analogous to the overturning of Roe vs Wade – both 
enacted by a zealous, politically well-organised minority 
over the objections of a more tolerant, and more inert, 
majority. Nor was there ever a large-scale popular 
backlash against outlawing fully automatic weapons, a 
fact of life that most Americans accept without demur.

A majority of Americans also supports sensible gun 
regulation, and no one realistic is arguing for a total 
ban. The Second Amendment does guarantee 
Americans the right to bear arms – although it also 
says they should be part of a militia and well-regulated, 
the latter a point that Auster, surprisingly, skips over. 

Another important omission in his account is the 
history of the National Rifle Association (NRA). Auster 
refers to the NRA, as do most people today, as if it has 
always been a gun advocacy group. But it was 
established in the wake of the US Civil War to support 
marksmanship training and gun safety, not in defence of 

the Second Amendment. Its original motto was 
“Firearms Safety Education, Marksmanship Training, 
Shooting for Recreation”. The NRA helped draft the 
1934 National Firearms Act, and its president testified 
before the Supreme Court in 1939 in support of 
upholding that law. Over the course of the 20th century 
the NRA both supported and proposed gun regulations, 
including permits for concealed weapons, waiting 
periods, and increased prison sentences for the use of 
firearms during the committing of a crime. 

What changed everything, as Auster recognises, was 
the Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, as 
Black Panthers began invoking the Second Amendment 
to protect African-Americans’ right to arm themselves in 
self-defence. The assassinations of Martin Luther King 
Jr and Robert F Kennedy prompted Congress to pass 
the Gun Control Act of 1968, but the NRA blocked its 
efforts at registration and licensing. By the 1970s, the 
NRA was beginning to invoke the Second Amendment 
to protect individual gun rights, as the Nixon 
administration declared a “war on crime” that its leaders 
later admitted was racially motivated. By the 1990s, the 
NRA was one of the most powerful political lobbies in 
the US, its endorsement and funding critical to any 
number of political careers, including Donald Trump’s. 

Auster focuses on the centrality of guns in the stories 
we have always told about America. But many other 
societies enjoy stories with gunfights while appreciating 
the difference between myth-making and reality. And 
that was also true of the US until about 50 years ago. 
Auster mentions the 1881 gunfight at the OK Corral, 
noting how low the body count was (three), without 
explaining that it was a fight precisely over gun control, 
between lawmen determined to keep guns out of 
Tombstone and cowboys determined to bring them in 
– gun regulation won. That’s what the myth-making was 
about: Westerns romanticise the coming of law and 
order, the taming of the Wild West. We enjoy 
imaginative violence, but also the restoration of order, 
just as people read Hansel and Gretel without concluding 
that they should eat children. 

It is not merely inadequate, in other words, to say 
“America has always been this way”: it is symptomatic. 
Insisting, as Auster does, that because guns are central 
to American myth-making they have always been 
central to American reality perpetuates the problem.  
It accepts the terms of the NRA’s exceptionalist 
position, agreeing that guns define American identity. 

In 2022, about 20 miles north of the site of the  
St Valentine’s Day Massacre, in a peaceful suburb called 
Highland Park, Illinois, next door to the village where  
I grew up, seven people were shot and killed, with 
another 48 wounded. It was the Fourth of July, and they 
had gathered for a local parade. It’s a safe bet there will 
be more double-digit mass homicides in the US; the only 
questions are where, when and how many will fall victim. 

This is a choice, and it doesn’t require changing our 
identity to make a different one. It requires changing 
our politics. 

Sarah Churchwell’s latest book is “The Wrath to Come: 
Gone with the Wind and the Lies America Tells” (Apollo)

Bloodbath Nation  
Paul Auster  
and Spencer 
Ostrander  
Faber & Faber, 
160pp, £25

Americans did 
not use assault 
weapons to 
massacre each 
other, much 
less children, 
in public 
spaces until 
the 1990s
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rooftops are visible in the distance. Her naked back is 
marked by delicate pink scratches. “Self-portrait with 
scratched back after sex, London” contains many of 
the hallmarks of Goldin’s later work: an off-kilter, 
unstudied composition, high contrast thanks to the 
liberal use of flash, naked bodies, wounds, herself.

It would go on to be included in Goldin’s famous 
sequence The Ballad of Sexual Dependency. Like many in 
the series, this is an image ostensibly about intimacy 
that is filled with longing, loneliness and a lurking 
sense of threat as much as human connection or 
passion. “The Hug, New York City” shows a faceless, 
violent embrace in a dark corner; in “Heart-Shaped 
Bruise, New York City” tights are pulled down 
amorously to reveal the injury; “Nan and Brian in Bed, 
New York City” is full of tension – and not just sexual. 
Then there’s perhaps her most famous image, “Nan 
One Month After Being Battered”, a self-portrait with 
swollen, purple eyes, taken after Brian attacked her in 
Berlin – Goldin required major reconstructive surgery.

These are just some of the photographs included in 
All the Beauty and the Bloodshed, a documentary film (in 
cinemas now) about Goldin that vividly demonstrates 
how for her the personal and the political do not just 
intersect, but are indistinguishable – in both her life 
and work. The director, Laura Poitras, jumps between 
two narratives. One is the story of Goldin’s life: the 
suffocating suburban childhood that led to her elder 
sister’s suicide (Goldin left home at 14), art school in 
Boston, the shabby glamour of queer 1980s nightlife in 
downtown New York, her and her friends’ experiences 
of the Aids crisis, and her addiction to the opioid 
OxyContin. The other is her work to end the art 
world’s connection to the Sackler family, the 
pharmaceutical dynasty behind OxyContin, after she 
founded the advocacy group Pain (Prescription 
Addiction Intervention Now). Poitras triumphantly 
dramatises how Goldin used her position to influence 
several galleries – the National Gallery, the Met, the 
Louvre – first to reject Sackler funding, then remove 
their names from the buildings entirely.

Goldin’s work with Pain was directly inspired by her 
memories of Act Up, the grass-roots group 
campaigning for intervention in the Aids pandemic 
– she stages “die-ins” with Pain activists in major public 
spaces – and there are infuriating sequences exploring 
how that disease decimated her immediate community. 
In 1989 Goldin curated an exhibition called “Witnesses: 
Against Our Vanishing”. When her friend the artist 
David Wojnarowicz wrote in the catalogue that 
Cardinal John O’Connor, who tried to prevent teaching 
about Aids in New York, was “a fat cannibal” in “black 
skirts”, the National Endowment for the Arts 
threatened to pull funding for the show unless the 
catalogue was removed. A media storm ensued about 
the politicisation of art. “Is the fact that I may be dying 
of Aids in 1989, is that not political?” Wojnarowicz says 
directly to camera in archive footage. He died in 1992.

In a 2018 essay for Artforum Goldin wrote, “I believe I 
owe it to those affected by this epidemic to make the 
personal political.” In Poitras’s film we see how Goldin 
remained true to her word. 

Photography

In 1978, as a 25-year-old student at the School of the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, Nan Goldin was 
awarded a $5,000 arts grant that enabled her to 
spend time in London. She lived in a squat, 

photographing skinheads for a series on the city’s 
subculture. There are images of young men dancing, 
smoking or having sex, taken in dingy-looking rooms 
with brown carpets and yellow wallpaper. Goldin 
immersed herself in these communities, even living 
with a group of skinheads – “briefly, until they became 
the soldiers for the National Front”, she said. “I was 
always inside the work.”

One photo from this series shows a woman with her 
back to the camera. She is stood in front of an open 
window hung with thin curtains, which cuts across the 
frame at an angle. Though we can’t see the woman’s 
eyes, she seems to be looking down on the city; grey 

“Self-portrait with scratched back after sex, London” by Nan Goldin (1978)

Nan Goldin’s 
politics of sex

From the Aids crisis onwards, 
the photographer merged 

steely activism and intimate art

By Anna Leszkiewicz
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Is Boris Johnson 
the next great 
prime minister 

autobiographer?
By Andrew Marr

Culture Notes

So Boris Johnson enters his next competition: 
where will he rate in the hierarchy of prime 
minister autobiographers, having just signed  
a deal with HarperCollins? Harold Wilson  

wrote the dullest memoir of modern times. Tony Blair, 
John Major and David Cameron all wrote books which 
the reviewers liked, all with flashes of genuine revelation 
and which I still use as source material. 

But these memoirs are a strange cultural concept.  
In many ways, they are not written to be read, but for 
the huge splash of publicity the publisher gets, and  
the lucrative newspaper serialisation. The politicians 
generally intend them as a final-word vindication in 
tussles with their detractors. Since the detractors so 
often write the reviews, it rarely turns out that way. 
Blair made a serious attempt to explain what being 
prime minister was really like, which made his book 
different. He also, unusually, admitted frankly to  
some mistakes.

Boris Johnson has one great advantage over most  
of the rest, and one equally big disadvantage. He really 
can write and this, I hope, will be a memoir which is 
actually read rather than stuffed onto a bookcase to be 
observed in Zoom meetings. But, given his record, how 
much of it will we – ahem – believe?

The perils of new media
The ever-changing digital age means we must always 
be alert to the next big thing. I was late to podcasts  
and I am half converted. Here is a cascade of 
fascinating knowledge on history, politics, literature, 
music from people who know what they’re talking 
about. But sometimes, too, an irritatingly “insider” 
tone, and a spraying froth of mutual congratulation. 

Self-indulgence is the danger and the same goes for 
the rush towards self-publication on Substack or 

The former 
PM really  
can write.  
But how much 
of it should 
we – ahem – 
believe?

similar. The missing link is called an “editor”. After more 
than 40 years as a hack, I have never not needed to be 
edited; never not been improved by a jaundiced, 
experienced eye. I vividly recall phoning in my stuff to 
the Scotsman copytakers, all tweed and pipe smoke,  
me all puffed up with my own wit, to be asked halfway 
through, in a tone of grinding hostility: “Not much 
more of this, I hope, is there, laddie?” Editors aren’t 
irritating. Well, they are, of course, but essential as well.

Immortal inventions
In London’s Wigmore Hall, listening to Samson Tsoy 
playing Brahms and Schubert, it struck me that if  
you drew up a list of inventions which, even in our 
technologically sophisticated age, could no longer  
be improved, the grand piano might come top. In the 
19th century, Henry Engelhard Steinway’s introduction 
of the cast iron plate, allowing for greater tension, was 
the last tweak on a fabulous piece of engineering.  
I don’t think the human ear could hear a richer or 
subtler sound. 

What else falls into the same category? I assume 
Stradivari’s violin was never bettered. Claw hammers? 
Combs? And, apart from new composite materials, 
bicycles? Karl Ove Knausgård argues that buttons 
persist “because the relation between form and 
function is perfect, leaving no room for improvement. 
A button today is more or less identical to a button  
in the 15th century.” History is not always an account  
of endless incremental improvement. Sometimes, 
mankind got to the right place ages ago, thought  
“aced it”, and stopped.

Classical liberalism
Watching Tsoy play was like watching a fearless Formula 
One driver taking a car round chicane after chicane. He 
is Kazakh-born, Moscow-trained, and London-based: 
there may be no profession more genuinely 
international and indifferent to modern political 
borders as music. Not that it’s apolitical; I’ve not heard a 
more subtle critique of Brexit than that delivered by 
András Schiff before he played Bach’s partitas – the 
dances came from all across Europe, he pointed out, 
and while the gigue, with Irish and British roots, was 
beautiful, it sounded best played with the rest.

What makes a masterpiece?
Why do some artists catch the eye and the imagination 
in a way that others, apparently as gifted, don’t?  
The question is pertinent ahead of a new exhibition  
of Johannes Vermeer’s work at the Rijksmuseum in 
Amsterdam. Is his contemporary Pieter de Hooch as 
mesmerising? Not quite – Marcel Proust, who knew as 
much about painting as he did about music, thought 
Vermeer in a different class. We can discuss brushwork 
and technique but in the end, this is a magical, 
mysterious separation. 

I was in the Rijksmuseum recently. The nearby  
Van Gogh Museum was sold out and its Van Gogh self- 
portraits were mobbed. Nearby were lovely paintings  
by Anton Mauve and Jozef Israëls, two contemporaries 
Van Gogh himself adored. No one was even looking. 
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Advertorial 
In paid partnership with

How fostering innovation is key to 
securing the health of the nation

The word “crisis” is one we hear 
more often than we would like. 
A health crisis – caused by 
winter pressures or the 

pandemic – a climate crisis, an energy 
crisis, a cost-of-living crisis. 

As we embark on a new year, it 
is important to reflect. We’re now 
three years on from the start of the 
Covid-19 outbreak in 2020 – a dark time 
for the country and for all of us. 

However, it’s clear that times of crisis 
such as the pandemic can lead to the 
biggest breakthroughs in science and 
technology. 

During one of our darkest moments, 
we came together to showcase the best 
of British ingenuity. 

Our scientists, government and 
industry worked at light speed to deliver 
game-changing therapies and vaccine 

Harnessing 
breakthrough 
thinking 

technologies, all while supporting the 
nation to adapt to new ways of working, 
living and recovering.

But these kinds of breakthroughs 
don’t happen by chance. 

It takes the right environment, 
support and conditions for science and 
innovation to thrive. 

It is not just about expertise; it’s 
about mind-set and how we come 
together in pursuit of a shared mission. 

This mission-led approach and 
entrepreneurial spirit, coupled with 
collective and powerful collaboration, 
helped us achieve what had previously 
been unthinkable. This shouldn’t begin 
and end with Covid-19. 

We set out our commitment to this 
mission at a recent event, at the London 
Science Museum, where I was honoured to 
be joined by the former innovation 

minister Lord James Bethell and former life 
sciences minister Baroness Nicola 
Blackwood, Dr David Garry (John Radcliffe 
Hospital), Richard Sloggett (Future 
Health), Kate Stanley (FrameWorks UK), 
Melanie Sturtevant (Breast Cancer Now) 
and Professor Robert West (University 
College London).

Continuing into 2023, we want to 
explore how we can unlock breakthrough 
thinking – and harness the UK 
government’s renewed mission-led 
mind-set to tackling health challenges – 
to benefit people's health in every part of 
the UK. 

The past few years have demonstrated 
the power of us coming together. No 
single company, public institution or 
individual can impact the nation’s 
health alone. 

And my message is clear: if we can 

By Susan Rienow
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harness our learnings from the  
pandemic and the government’s 
approach to continue the unparalleled 
partnership between the public and 
private sectors into 2023 and beyond,  
it will help us deliver more breakthroughs 
in cancer, conditions associated with 
ageing, respiratory disease, vaccines  
and beyond.

The government has been vocal in 
its ambitions to make the UK a 
“scientific superpower” by 2030, 
and I believe that a nurtured, 

supported and world-class scientific 
ecosystem in the UK can provide 
countless opportunities. 

Sir Patrick Vallance said that 
“countries must apply science and 
technology strategically and embed it in 
their policy- and decision-making”. 

To do this, it is vital we reflect on  
how industry, government and the  
health sector can work better together  
to tackle future health challenges and 
foster innovation. 

Covid-19 hasn’t gone away, but as  
we continue to recover from the  
worst days of the pandemic, the UK  
has a unique opportunity to bottle the 

It takes the right 
environment, 
support and 
conditions for 
innovation to thrive

mission-led mind-set that drove 
incredible breakthroughs. 

By seizing this moment, the lessons 
we have learned, and the potential of our 
government and industry, we can unlock 
the breakthrough thinking needed to 
deliver a more resilient, prosperous and 
healthy society.  

Susan Rienow is Country President of  
Pfizer UK 
PP-UNP-GBR-3225 – January 2023

Pfizer's innovation in healthcare event at the London Science Museum

1. Government press release. “Government to use Vaccine Taskforce 
model to tackle health challenges”. Available at: www.gov.uk/
government/news/government-to-use-vaccine-taskforce-model-to-
tackle-health-challenges. [Last accessed: January 2023]
2.   BMJ. “UK needs specific plan to become ‘science superpower’, 
peers claim”. Available at: https://www.bmj.com/content/378/bmj.
o1948. [Last accessed: January 2023]
3.   Civil Service blog. “UK’s quest to be a global science superpower”. 
Available at: https://civilservice.blog.gov.uk/2022/02/08/
uks-quest-to-be-a-global-science-superpower. [Last accessed: 
January 2023]
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determined to leave its “beloved inspiration builders 
where they were born or dwelt”. Some of the choicest 
items from the Hispanic Society Museum and Library, 
opened by Huntington in 1908, are now on display at 
the Royal Academy. “Spain and the Hispanic World” 
might be retitled “A History of Spain in 150 Objects” 
since it presents a selection of Huntington’s holdings 
of every type to give a chronological narrative of the 
Iberian peninsula and its influence around the world.  

It makes for a refreshing show: rather than isolate 
the paintings – superb examples by El Greco, Diego 
Velàzquez and Francisco de Goya among others – 
from the world for which they were created, they take 
their place in Spain’s wider material culture. So, a 
touchingly intimate portrait head of a young girl (circa 
1638-42) by Velàzquez – possibly of his granddaughter 
Inés Manuela – is shown near a map of the world of 
1526 drawn by Giovanni (Juan) Vespucci, the nephew 
of Amerigo Vespucci, the Florentine explorer who gave 
the Americas their name. Only the eastern seaboard of 
South America and the Gulf of Mexico are shown – the 
rest of the continent was still to be discovered. 

It was, of course, the silver mined under brutal 
conditions – the subject of an amateur watercolour of 
the Potosí mines in Bolivia (c. 1585) – and brought back 
from the colonies that was responsible for the wealth of 
the Habsburg monarchs for whom Velàzquez painted.

Silver and gold from Spain itself had been worked 
into ceremonial jewellery by Celtiberian craftsmen 
(circa 175-50 BC). Centuries later, gold thread was used 
by the Moorish weavers of a miraculously unfaded 
geometric textile fragment from AD 1300, reflecting the 
sophistication that entered Iberian fabrics, ceramics 
and tiles following the Islamic conquest of a large chunk 
of the peninsula in 711 and the creation of Al-Andalus.

The global nature of Spain’s empire is reflected 
throughout the show. It is there in a 17th-century 
Colombian gourd vase made in imitation of Asian 
lacquer bowls, in Mexican clay vessels that mimic the 
extravagances of the European baroque, and in the 
indigenous artists who produced paintings in the 
European style to fill the innumerable churches that 
sprouted up across Central and South America.

The most celebrated of Huntington’s paintings is 
Goya’s 1797 portrait of the recently widowed Duchess 
of Alba. In the picture, the duchess, reputedly the most 
beautiful woman at the Spanish court, and one of the 
richest, is shown in the countryside at her estate near 
Cádiz. She is dressed in mourning black in the 
fashionable costume of a maja – a showy, loose-living 
lower-class woman – pointing to the words Solo Goya 
(“Only Goya”) written in the sand at her feet. This 
inscription gave rise to the romantic if improbable  
idea that the aristocrat and painter were lovers. 
Nevertheless, the two were undoubtedly close and, as 
an honorary member of her household, he painted and 
drew her many times, though the words are most likely 
Goya’s suggestion that only he had the skills, and 
licence, to paint her properly. 

As an image of essential Spanishness, and a 
summation of the fascinating variety of Huntington’s 
collection, she cannot be bettered. 

The Hispanic Society of America is one of  
New York City’s greatest hidden-in-plain-sight 
institutions. Its grand building in upper 
Manhattan is rarely mentioned alongside the 

Met, MoMa or the Frick yet it houses a collection of 
some 18,000 works of art and historical objects and a 
library of more than 250,000 manuscripts and 30,000 
early books. All come from – or relate to – Spain and its 
wider historical empire, which stretched from South 
America to the Philippines. 

This extraordinary cache was the fruit of Archer 
Milton Huntington’s (1870-1955) obsession with the 
Hispanic imperium. In the 1880s this son of a railway 
magnate started the first of several trips to Europe and 
while most wealthy Americans tended to laud the art of 
France and Britain, Huntington became besotted by 
the culture of Spain. He learned the language – and 
Arabic too so he could understand the country during 
its Muslim years – and began to collect. 

Having visited the British Museum in London, 
Huntington wanted to create something similar of his 
own. He bought everything from Neolithic and Roman 
artefacts, Muslim textiles and medieval ironwork to 
Catholic chasubles and monstrances, ceramics and 
maps. He bought paintings too, from Spanish “golden 
age” works of the 17th century to those of indigenous 
artists in Mexico and the fluent and sunny pictures of 
Joaquín Sorolla, the most famous Spanish artist of the 
early 20th century. 

Huntington was also unusually scrupulous in his 
acquisitiveness. “I buy no pictures in Spain,” he said, 
“having that foolish sentimental feeling against 
disturbing such birds of paradise upon their perches.” 
He would not “plunder” the mother country but 

A history of Spain 
in 150 objects

From El Greco to Goya and 
Mexican clay to Moorish gold, a 
new show reveals the reach and 

riches of the Hispanic world 

By Michael Prodger

Art

Spain and the 
Hispanic World 
Royal Academy, 
London W1, until 
10 April
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Object of affection: The Duchess of Alba by Francisco de Goya, 1797
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HOW WE USED  
SAINT ETIENNE TO LIVE 

by Ramzy Alwakeel

The essential guide to veteran British indie 

favourites Saint Etienne — the story of how they 

made music out of memories, and how we made 

memories out of them.

"An essential, loving read for Saint Etienne fans — an 
exploration that’s half Sherpa Tenzing in its commitment  

to the task, half sunshine girl in its loveliness." 
– Jude Rodgers

"Insightful and poignant, and this book is a timely,  
anti-nostalgic reminder of why Saint Etienne have such  

a special place in so many hearts."
 – Hayley Scott

AVAILABLE NOW FROM REPEATER BOOKS.COM
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‘Ferociously thrilling and 
uncommonly beautiful’
Clemency Burton-Hill

‘A phenomenal biography  
of a towering human spirit’
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When Steven Spielberg began his wartime 
comedy 1941 with a visual gag in which a 
swimmer is ambushed by a menace from 
the deep (it turns out to be a submarine 

rather than a shark), the act of self-homage felt 
premature as well as indulgent. Jaws had opened four 
years earlier in 1975, and Spielberg’s career was scarcely 
much older than that.

Surely no one would begrudge him the references to 
his own back catalogue in The Fabelmans, his 34th film 
as well as only the third of his movies on which he has 
taken a writing credit. (He co-wrote it with the 
playwright Tony Kushner, whose previous work for 
him includes Lincoln.) Besides, such allusions are 
relevant to this fictionalised account of the director’s 
childhood, which shows how his film-making talent 
flourished as the family moved from state to state, his 
parents’ marriage fraying along the way. The role of his 
on-screen surrogate, Sammy Fabelman, is split 
between Mateo Zoryon Francis-DeFord, as the 
owl-eyed six-year-old incarnation, and Gabriel LaBelle, 
taking over in twitchy adolescence.

In that context, it is cheering to make out the shape 
of films to come, with visual references to Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind, Raiders of the Lost Ark and 
others. Spielberg even acknowledges his own 
inadequacies. “It’s always men staring off into the 
distance,” notes Sammy’s sister after watching one of 

Steven Spielberg’s 
moving pictures

In his 34th feature  
The Fablemans, the director 

turns the camera on himself. It 
ranks as one of his major works 

By Ryan Gilbey

Film

Close encounters: Sammy Fabelman (played by Mateo Zoryon Francis-DeFord, centre) is a fictionalised version of Steven Spielberg
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his shorts. “Maybe a girl could save the day.” Saving 
the day isn’t within the skill-set of Sammy’s impulsive 
mother Mitzi, a former concert pianist who has the 
faraway look of someone still performing for an 
imaginary audience – but the complexity of that role, 
and Michelle Williams’s fiery, flailing, nostril-flaring 
brilliance, serves as a tardy rejoinder of sorts.

Movies enter Sammy’s life in 1952 when he is taken by 
her and his father, a placid engineer named Burt (Paul 
Dano), to see The Greatest Show on Earth. He emerges 
startled from the film – which really did inspire 
Spielberg’s youthful wish, long since surpassed, to 
become the “Cecil B DeMille of science-fiction” – but is 
soon demanding an electric train set for Hanukkah so 
that he can recreate its spectacular crash at home. Mitzi 
suggests that he shoot the scene on his father’s cine 
camera to avoid damaging the toys in repeated pile-ups. 
Only later does she comprehend the function of filming: 
it enables Sammy to control the chaos of reality.

As a teenager, he sees life through an invisible 
viewfinder. Visiting a dying relative, he notices the 
pulse drumming feebly in her neck. When his parents 
fight, he pictures himself weaving among them, 
capturing all the best angles. Shooting a home movie 
on a family camping trip, Sammy inadvertently 
uncovers a secret: Mitzi and his father’s goofy best 
friend, Bennie (Seth Rogen), are in love.

We have already heard Sammy’s feral Uncle Boris 
(Judd Hirsch) raging about how the competing 
demands of family and art will “tear you in two”. The 
exploration of film as coping mechanism, distancing 
device and voyeuristic tool, however, nudges The 
Fabelmans briefly into the territory of Brian De Palma. 
Spielberg’s friend and fellow “movie brat” amassed 
evidence of his own father’s infidelities, his 
predilection for surveillance later driving thrillers such 
as Dressed to Kill and Blow Out. What a surprise to find 
Spielberg, the supreme sentimentalist, occupying that 
murky realm. We didn’t know he had it in him.

The rest of the picture has its joys, especially a 
knockout cameo by one master auteur (David Lynch) 
playing another (John Ford). If the second half flags, 
though, it is not because the anti-Semitism that 
Sammy encounters at his new school in northern 
California is less serious a subject than his domestic 
tensions, but rather because Spielberg hasn’t found an 
equally dynamic way to dramatise it. As Sammy 
swoons over girls and dodges bullies, we could be 
watching any high-school coming-of-age film.

There is also the sense that by finding a distorted 
mirror-image of Sammy’s relationship with Mitzi in his 
interactions with his handsome tormentor Logan (Sam 
Rechner), Spielberg and Kushner are diligently 
completing a pattern rather than developing the 
script’s themes imaginatively. But The Fabelmans still 
ranks as a major work for its director, not to mention a 
breakthrough of sorts. Only now, at the age of 76, has 
it dawned on him that perhaps—to quote Maxine 
Audley in Michael Powell’s Peeping Tom – “all this 
filming isn’t healthy”. 

“The Fabelmans” is in cinemas from 27 January

Comedy for the 
end of days 
By Rachel Cooke

Television

Everyone Else 
Burns 
Channel 4,  
30 January, 10pm; 
first episode 
available on 
catch-up

Thanks to my deep suspicion of men who keep 
a head torch to hand – believe me, such 
mistrust is far from irrational – I knew 
straight away that David Lewis, the character 

played by Simon Bird in Channel 4’s new sitcom, 
Everyone Else Burns, must be a pompous wazzock; his 
over-the-top night-vision equipment, worn in the first 
moments of the first episode, was far more of a 
giveaway than his silly haircut, which makes him look 
like the patriarch of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 
(have a google: you’ll soon see what I mean). But  
even I couldn’t have imagined just how pompous  
and wazzock-like. 

The glorious history of the British sitcom bulges 
with pontifical twits, from Captain Mainwaring in Dad’s 
Army onwards. But usually these men – they’re nearly 
always male, and with good reason – are a foil for 
those around them. The trouble with Dillon Mapletoft 
and Oliver Taylor’s show is that because the Lewis 
family are all members of an extreme Christian sect 
(attentive viewers, and even inattentive ones, will 
notice that it strongly resembles the Jehovah’s 

Hell is round the corner: the Lewis family in Everyone Else Burns
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Witnesses), virtually all its characters are sententious 
to a degree, the sole exceptions being their divorcee 
neighbour, Melissa (Morgana Robinson), and Miss 
Simmonds (Lolly Adefope), the mildly subversive 
teacher who’s determined to help their daughter 
Rachel (Amy James-Kelly) escape to the fiery pit that is 
university. Mapletoft and Taylor’s script is very clever, 
if you’re in the market for smart-aleck references to 
Revelations. But it’s also a bit one-note. Hell, you begin 
to think, may not be other people, but other people 
trying to make jokes about hell. 

David is a sorting office whizz who works, suitably 
befleeced, for a delivery company somewhere in 
Manchester. But his heart isn’t in it. He has two 
dreams. First, that the Apocalypse arrives soon, at 
which point the Lewises will be able to watch, via their 
own personal window, everyone else frying (he’s 
always practicing for the End Days, usually in the 
middle of the night – hence the head torch). Second, 
that while he waits for this to happen, he’ll be made a 
church elder. Unfortunately, the other elders think he’s 
an idiot, not least because he believes stuff that they 
(secretly) don’t. Creepy Abijah (Al Roberts), for 
instance, even drinks Coca-Cola, a drink David  
avoids like the plague unless caffeine-free (stimulants 
are forbidden). They’d rather promote Andrew  
(Kadiff Kirwan), previously a member of the  
Prestwich Chapter. 

David’s son Aaron (Harry Connor) is even more 
rabid than him, a kind of incel for God, and while his 
daughter Rachel might be about to get frisky with a 
shunned member of the church, for the moment she 
still stoically performs her preaching duties. Only his 
miserable, sexless wife Fiona (Kate O’Flynn) shows any 
sign of renegade tendencies thus far. Egged on by 
Melissa, who loves to brag about her new kitchen 
worktops, she’s been busy flogging hideously practical 
yellow bags to the congregation, nylon jobs in which 
they can keep their ministry pamphlets. But even if 
capitalism suits her, she’s still dead behind the eyes, as 
you would be if you were married to a bearded man 
who deals in certainties and wears a head torch (sorry, 
I’m obsessed). 

Sitcoms are all about enclosed worlds, whether a 
Torquay hotel or a flat in Peckham, a prison cell or 
Downing Street; the smaller, the better. On paper, 
Everyone Else Burns sounds great. But like so many 
supposedly funny shows just lately, it’s not funny 
enough – or funny at all, sometimes. For a show that 
thinks it’s edgy, it’s oddly predictable: David’s car will 
fail to start just as he’s trying escape his nemesis, or 
he’ll destroy an object five seconds after being told it’s 
precious. I like Simon Bird, but his character here is 
basically a reprise of Will from The Inbetweeners with 
added Bible verses. And where’s the love? The show 
wants for warmth: a feeling which may have something 
to do with the fact that, on the evidence of what I’ve 
seen, no one involved with it can even so much as 
countenance the idea that a person with faith (or, 
perhaps, that a person with a Christian faith) could be 
anything less than a complete and utter lunatic. That, 
or a Coke-drinking charlatan. 

The mystery of 
Havana syndrome  

By Rachel Cunliffe

Podcasts

The Sound 
Apple Podcasts/
Spotify Something about the podcast format makes it 

ideal for telling thriller stories. There’s a reason 
why so many viral hits have focused on true 
crime, psychological dramas, and tales of 

espionage: the blend of narrative, interviews, music 
and soundscapes can make the suspense so much 
greater than a TV documentary would manage. Plug in 
your headphones, close your eyes, and your 
imagination does the rest. 

The Sound, a new eight-part series by investigative 
journalist Nicky Woolf, formerly an editor at this 
magazine, is all about the power of audio. In 2016,  
staff at the US embassy in Cuba started reporting 
symptoms – headaches, blurred vision, nausea, 
memory loss – after hearing a strange ringing noise. 
Dubbed “Havana syndrome”, the condition soon 
spread. It could not be explained by doctors, but  
scans suggested traumatic brain injury. Some  
patients have lasting health issues today. Were  
they victims of a terrifying new weapon based  
on sound waves? Of damage caused by drugs or 
exposure to pesticides? Of mass hysteria?  

There is still no official explanation – but that 
makes the series no less compelling. This story about 
the potential for sonic warfare sits at the intersection 
of so many mysterious subjects: the dark side of 
geopolitics, bioethics, neuroscience, conspiracy 
theories, the long tail of the Cold War. It’s about  
the tension between the Castro and Trump 
administrations, the murky world of spy-craft and 
diplomacy, and the arms race to develop ever more 
ingenious and devastating weapons. But it’s also  
about the horror that one of your own senses might 
turn against you. I don’t know if we’ll ever find out 
what happened in Havana, but the intimacy and 
intrigue of this podcast has me thoroughly spooked. 
Immersed in the narrative, I found myself lowering the 
volume on my headphones whenever the interviews 
were punctuated by white noise or piercing electrical 
hissing. Just in case. 

Were they 
victims of  
a terrifying 
new weapon?  
Of damage 
caused by 
drugs? Of 
mass hysteria?  
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Pippa Bailey

If you are the sort of person who finds 
yourself struggling to get out of bed in 
the morning, or spending the first 15 
minutes of each day scrolling inane 

TikTok videos, may I suggest a game of 
the marvellous dancing fairy rug. 

The rules are: when a small child propels 
you on to whichever rug has been deemed 
to be said fairy rug, you must dance 
constantly until someone rescues you.  
Also, no music shall be provided: you have 
to sing/hum/otherwise create your own. 

Modes of escape are usually books 
thrown down as stepping stones, or  
a tied-together chain of blankets and 
discarded pyjamas tossed into your 
flailing hands, by which you may be 
dragged to the safety of the floorboards. 
Once there, though, don’t get too 
comfortable; at any moment you will 
“accidentally” be pulled back on to the 
fairy rug, to jig and sing again.

These are the sorts of charades that 
now pepper my week. How I love to make 
an absolute fool of myself to the absolute 
glee of two small children.

People often ask how my latest living 
arrangement is working out in a cautious 
tone, primed to grimace in sympathy.  

I’m a burglar who disguises themselves  
by putting socks on their head, and that 
waving a “wand” of asparagus can change 
a human being into an animal. 

I’ve written stories on demand 
featuring words they’ve plucked from 
books – ramshackle, svelte – and 
characters whose names they invent (eg, 
Bobnigel, which they were very specific 
about being one word). I’ve practised 
deep breathing with a birthday girl who 
was at once too overstimulated and too 
tired to sleep, and I’ve promised I will 
guard with my life a milk tooth, still lightly 
bloodied, pressed into my hand. 

I’ve tried not to laugh as they repeat  
a funny adult phrase that they’ve heard 
someone say, such as “He’s a naughty 
fellow” and “Thank you for the advice”.  
And, according to these two incredibly 
discerning judges, at least, I am remarkably 
easy to make laugh – “Let’s make Pippa 
laugh,” they say, “that’s such an easy game” 
– and what a warming thing to learn about 
yourself through the eyes of a child. 

There is no reason to expect that they 
might trust me with these small intimacies, 
nothing dictates that they must. And so 
each lean of a head on my shoulder while  
I read a story, each hand in mine, feels like 
something won. Of course, it is lucky that 
on the odd occasion they are not being 
cute and charming, I can absolve myself  
of responsibility. Lucky, too, that I am not 
so sure that I want children of my own  
as to find that their company induces 
biological-clock-based anxiety.

I might not have chosen of my own 
accord to leave my lovely little one-bed 
flat, but I am glad, at the moment 
especially, not to return home to its 
resounding silence each night. How sweet 
it is, even just for a few minutes a day,  
to enter into a world created by the 
contortions of a child’s imagination, and  
to pretend the real one does not exist.

The c-word adds an extra frisson  
of weirdness to online dating – at 
what point to mention it? I raise 
this with a friend ahead of a first 

date this week and they reply with three 
revelatory words: “Maybe just don’t?” 

It will likely come as no surprise to you, 
given that my professional life includes  
the writing of this column, that I am not 
always the best at judging what and how 
much of myself to share. I say this to my 
therapist and she just sits there in silence, 
smiling quietly, and I take that to mean she 
considers me a peculiar case. I decide not 
to bring up the fairy rug. 

I live with two children who are not my own 
and they are doing me the world of good

I understand that living with children,  
and certainly those towards whom you 
have no biological, oxytocin-induced 
compulsion, might not be everyone’s  
ideal set-up. But the truth is, it is – they  
are – doing me the world of good. 

I don’t mind being woken up in the 
middle of the night because they need  
a wee or they’re scared of the dark or 
they’ve lost their water bottle. I don’t mind 
that they take hundreds of near-identical 
photos of their toys on my phone, and 
insert a more-than-ideal number of 
(swiftly deleted) typos into the copy of 
this magazine by making Lego characters 
run across my keyboard. 

I’ve oohed and ahhed my way through 
talent shows of forward rolls and ninja 
moves and songs they learned at choir. I’ve 
pretended a dining chair is a rocket, that 

Deleted Scenes

I’ve promised I will 
guard with my life  
a milk tooth, still  
slightly bloodied
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Across
1 Can one silence Liberal? (6)
4  Explorer and men eaten by 

big cat (8)
9 Make tent without back (6)
10  Reportedly catch sight of 

more attractive sailor (8)
12  Drink and kick ass, according 

to Spooner (4,4)
13  Idiots concealing last of illicit 

property (6)
15  Regularly acquitted, being 

shrewd (4)
16 Reptiles bothering us again (7)
20  Welsh politician upsetting  

a true admirer (7)
21  Single male entering US city, 

nation’s capital (4)
25  A certain poorly playwright 

(6)
26  Returned sweets under 

pressure (8)
28  Pilot travelling via taxi over 

river (8)
29  Elegant turbaned outsiders 

withdrawing (6)
30  Attempted to influence 

Finnish city dwellers at first (8)
31  West Indies’ spells of 5 overs 

repeatedly achieve nothing (6)

Answers to crossword 613 of 20 January 2023
Across 1) Cross purposes 9) Clientele 10) Sushi 11) Ought 12/13) Shipmate 15) Tumbrel 17) Minaret 
18) Entrust 20) Pleases 21) Opec 22) Cell 23) Loose 26) Twine 27) Receptive 28) Gunpowder plot 
Down 1) Cock of the North 2) Owing 3) Sanatorium 4) Utensil 5) Premium 6) Sash 7) Sassafras  
8) Divertissement 14) Interloper 16) Muttering 19) Theorbo 20) Policed 24) Oriel 25) Dean

Please email comments@newstatesman.co.uk if you would like to be featured

Answers to crossword 63 of  
20 January 2023
Across 1) Dry 4) Lad 7) Eyes  
9) Ragu 10) Newt 11) Egos 
12) Accent 14) January 16) Fallen  
17) I see 18) Tosh 22) Foxy 23) Size 
24) Ana 25) Lax Down 1) Den  
2) Rye 3) Yew 4) Lager 5) Agony  
6) Dust 8) Stanley 9) Recants  
13) Cue 14) Jason 15) Alexa 16) Fifa 
19) Oil 20) SZA 21) Hex

This week’s solutions will be 
published in the next issue

Across
1 Claimant’s rights
5 It’s full of rubbish
7 “There, there”
8 Very beginning
9 2022 WC winners
11 Affectedly creative
12 Sign of healing
13 Small, in rap names
14 “Yer daft ___!” (Yorkshire term 
  of endearment)
15 Get off at Gatwick, say
17 Big sea ducks
18 Piece of work

Down
1  Green hay in Irish town (8)
2  Very merry mother drinking 

high-class wine (8)
3  Short and thick, or small  

and fat (6)
5  Announcing cure for cur (4)
6  Silly pensioner overwhelmed 

by special flattery (4,4)
7  Dressed in drag? Be 

outrageous! (6)
8  Most uncommon registrar 

esteems nurses (6)
11  Head of WEF, very old, 

causing anxiety (7)
14  School authority (7)
17  Homely setter shelled cooked 

eggs (8)
18  Fix cut, with right and proper 

medical treatment (5,3)
19  Drunken sea dog in US port 

(3,5)
22  Composer’s second 

unknown creative activity (6)
23  He lies endlessly, sadly in bad 

odour (6)
24  Eccentric film-maker Peter 

starts to direct opera (6)
27  Smart Italian wearing blouse 

inside out (4)

Down
1 Shabby-looking
2 A fan of
3 iPlayer owner
4 RU club based in London
5 Fail out of fright
6 Swing your hips
7 Pooh-pooh
8 Actress Gadot
10 1990s Alan Bleasdale drama
12 Bit of creative inspiration
14 Pub pints
16 Snogging in the street, eg

The NS Cryptic Crossword 614:  
by Aranya

Subscriber of the Week:  
Peter Davis

The NS Crossword in Brief 64:  
by Ali Gascoigne

What do you do?
A retired academic, I now chair 
a public policy think tank.
Where do you live?
Auckland, New Zealand.
Do you vote?
Yes, in all elections.
How long have you been a 
subscriber?
About half a century.
What made you start?
To find a way between 
Marxists and liberals.
Is the NS bug in the family? 
My wife, Helen Clark, as a 
former NZ prime minister, has 
taken a few tips from the NS.
What pages do you flick to first?
In print, I start at the back.
How do you read yours?
Usually in a single sitting.

What would you like to see more of 
in the NS? 
Public policy; it shouldn’t all be 
about politics and opinion. 
Who are your favourite NS writers? 
John Gray, who challenges us 

to be solution-finders.
Who would you put on the 

cover of the NS?
John Maynard Keynes.
With which political 

figure would you least 
like to be stuck in a lift?

Viktor Orbán.
All-time favourite NS article? 
Martin Fletcher has provided 
some insightful profiles.
The New Statesman is… 
an intellectual touchstone in  
a world troubled by autocracy 
and violence.
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I was so looking forward to the World 
Cup final. I persuaded my lady friend 
Miranda to watch it with me, even 
though she has no interest in football.  

I said it will be spectacular, World Cup 
finals are always well behaved, Lionel 
Messi will be an all-time Argentinian hero 
or once again disappoint his nation. And 
wait till you see him. He is small and weedy. 
You won’t believe he is a football superstar.

We set off to drive from my home in 
Ryde across the Isle of Wight to Cowes, 
where Miranda lives. Halfway over I got  
the most appalling sudden pains in my 
stomach. I got her to stop the car and find 
a chemist and get some Rennies, thinking  
it might be indigestion. By this time the 
pains were constant and I was doubled up 
and screaming. 

At her house I went to bed with a 
hot-water bottle on my belly. After an hour, 
I felt worse, so we rang for an ambulance.  
I was told the waiting time was two hours. 

 The festive season is never a good  
time to be poorly, but this year we had  
the NHS strikes, though fortunately on  
the Isle of Wight the nurses were working. 
We decided instead to drive to A&E – 
where the waiting time was six hours. 

“This is a hospital. Not a hotel.” Oh  
the shame.

Eventually I was seen and put on a 
trolley in a corridor. Then I was suddenly 
transferred to a proper bed and wheeled 
into another room. Uniformed nurses were 
bustling round moving beds. The room 
seemed familiar. It was the waiting room, 
where I had watched the fight. It was being 
turned into a ward.

 A woman in civilian clothes seemed to 
be supervising the transformation. I asked 
if she was management. She said “certainly 
not”. She was head of nursing. She had 
been at home, having done her shift,  
when she was called back to turn the  
A&E waiting room into a ten-bed ward. 
Normally there is room for 25 beds in A&E. 
Today, they were trying to fit in 75. She had 
not had time to put on her uniform and 
came in as she was.

She was from Brazil, so naturally  
I spoke fluent kitchen Portuguese to her, 
sympathising with Brazil’s exit from the 
World Cup.

Later that evening, I got moved to yet 
another ward. When the consultant came 
round, I moaned about how I had missed 
the final. Oh, it was brilliant, he said. 
Especially the last ten minutes. I wondered 
later how he had managed to watch it.  
The lucky beggar.

I was eventually diagnosed with gall 
bladder stones, but the doctors did not 
want to operate because of my age. 
Cheeky sods.
Once I was let out of the hospital, full  

of drugs, I caught up with the final. And 
yes, it was brilliant, all the way through.

I always find football relaxing. I don’t 
watch any other sort of stuff on TV, not  
up to working out what is going on – is this 
a flashback? Who are these people? Why 
should I be interested in them? But with 
football, I can totally immerse myself.

I tell myself that when I am old, much 
older than I am today – ay, I will do nothing 
but watch football all day long and drink 
wine, until I pass out. I won’t go that way  
of course. Something boring like being run 
over while jay-walking across Highgate 
Road in north London. So my children 
always tell me. Now I expect my gall 
bladder will explode and finish me off.  
It could be Messi. I mean messy.

Fans say the 2022 World Cup final was 
the best ever. I have always said the 1966 
final was better. I know, I was there, so  
just belt up.

But I also know that I will remember the 
day of the 2022 final, forever. 

 There was a young bloke beside me 
with his mother. His hand was bloodied, as 
if he had picked a fight with a glass door.

Behind us was another young man  
with blood on his chest, shouting and 
screaming in agony. He appeared to be 
with his wife. The one with the injured 
hand was on his mobile, telling someone 
that a “f****** nutter” was screaming  
and shouting behind him. The wife  
of the man who was shouting got up  
and rushed at the bloke on the phone. 
“Who are you calling a f****** nutter?”  
The two blokes exchanged punches  
and the women joined in.

I noticed a TV screen beside the 
reception desk. Go on, I said to Miranda, 
ask if they can turn on the football. She 
went over and the whole waiting room 
heard the reply.

The Fan

Hunter Davies

I missed one of the best World Cup finals ever, 
but now I know all about the crisis in the NHS

The room seemed 
familiar. It was the 
waiting room, now 
turned into a ward
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All voters

2019 Tory voters

18-24 year olds

2019 Labour voters

Half of Tory voters don't fear Starmer win 
How would you feel if Labour won the  
next election?

How does the UK compare to the rest of the world?

GDP 
growth 
forecast 
for 2023 
(%)

GDP 
growth 
forecast 
for 2024 
(%)

Interest 
rate (%)

Inflation 
rate (CPI, 
%)

Unemploy-
ment rate 
(%)

Approval 
of nation's 
leader (%)

Disap-
proval of 
nation's 
leader (%)

Great Britain 0.3 0.6 3.5 10.5 3.7 31 56
Brazil 1.0 1.9 13.8 5.8 8.1 52 34
Canada 1.5 1.6 4.3 6.3 5.0 39 54
China 4.4 4.5 3.7 1.8 5.5 - -
France 0.7 1.6 2.5 5.9 7.3 31 63
Germany -0.3 1.5 2.5 8.6 5.5 32 62
Italy -0.2 1.3 2.5 11.6 7.8 48 46
Japan 1.6 1.3 -0.1 3.8 2.5 22 65
Russia -2.3 1.5 7.5 11.9 3.7 - -
Spain 1.2 2.6 2.5 5.7 12.7 37 58
US 1.0 1.2 4.5 6.5 3.5 41 52

State of the Nati  n
Highlights from the NS's online data hub

Labour holds its economic lead over the Conservatives 
Which party is best at managing the economy?

Britain Elects: Westminster voting intentions
How popular is the Labour Party compared to the Conservative Party?

SOURCES: WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK, OCTOBER; TRADING ECONOMICS, UPDATED; MORNING CONSULT

SOURCE: DEPARTMENT FOR LEVELLING UP

SOURCE: BRITAIN ELECTSSOURCE: REDFIELD & WILTON, DARK GREY IS “DON’T KNOW”

Regional inequality
Round two levelling-up funding per 
person, by region

SOURCE: BRITAIN ELECTS
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George McGavin was born in Glasgow 
in 1954. He is an entomologist – a 
zoologist with expertise in insects –  
and TV presenter. He has several 
species of insect named after him.

What’s your earliest memory?
I had a nursery school teacher who 
threatened to cut off wagging tongues and 
glue children’s bottoms to seats.

Who are your heroes?
Carl Linnaeus, whose taxonomic system 
brought order out of chaos, and Charles 
Darwin, who showed us how to make sense 
of the world, stand out.

What book last changed your thinking?
Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or 
Survive by Jared Diamond and A Guide to 

the End of the World: Everything You Never 
Wanted to Know by Bill McGuire. Between 
these two you get a pretty good idea of 
what’s coming our way. I find it oddly 
comforting.

What would be your “Mastermind”  
specialist subject?
Entomology of course, but it’s an 
absolutely huge subject and the risk of 
being publicly humiliated is rather great.

Who would paint your portrait?
I have suffered from depression during my 
life so I’d like someone who could capture 
the darkness and the light. Caravaggio?

In which time and place, other than your own, 
would you like to live?
I’d like to visit the lush forests of the late 

Carboniferous, where I could marvel at the 
biggest flying insects that have ever lived.

What TV show could you not live without?
Not a single show but a type of 
programme: documentaries. Epic  
series such as Cosmos by Carl Sagan or  
The Ascent of Man by Jacob Bronowski  
are masterpieces of the genre. 

What’s your theme tune?
I never get tired of the sound of waves  
or the hum of insects in a flower-rich 
meadow. But these are not really tunes, so 
Claude Debussy’s “Syrinx” for solo flute 
will do nicely.

What’s the best piece of advice you’ve  
ever received?
I can’t say I got much advice over the years 
and what I did get I’ve never paid much 
heed to. 

What’s currently bugging you?
Quite a long list, I’m afraid, but I’ll start 
with greed, ignorance, lying, meanness, 
wastage, cruelty to animals and littering. 

What single thing would make your life better?
Not having a stammer. Although it’s  
not nearly as bad as it was when I was 
growing up, it’s part and parcel of who  
I am and without it I might get too cocky. 
Considering what you’re about to say can 
be rather a good thing.

When were you happiest?
Despite my enormous anxiety about what 
the human species is doing to the rest of 
life on Earth, I’m pretty happy right now. 
Science saved me from malignant skin 
cancer three years ago and I’m not going  
to waste what time remains. 

In another life, what job might you  
have chosen?
I wouldn’t mind being an archaeologist, 
surgeon, artist, actor or opera singer.

Are we all doomed?
Yes, of course we are. All species live on the 
knife-edge of survival. If just one very large 
volcano was to erupt (and there are several 
of these monsters waiting to pop), food 
chains would collapse and many species 
would die out. The interesting question  
is: which species would survive? It’s not 
doomism; it’s an inescapable reality. 

“The Hidden World: How Insects Sustain Our 
Life on Earth Today and Will Shape Our Lives 
Tomorrow” by George McGavin is published 
by Welbeck

The NS Q&A

“All species live on the 
knife-edge of survival”

George McGavin,  
zoologist
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One of the world’s “Top Ten Learning Retreats”

- National Geographic

EXPLORING WESSEXEXPLORING HADRIAN’S WALLEXPLORING SICILY

EXPLORING CRETECRUISING TO EPHESUSEXPLORING THE PELOPONNESE

EASTER IN ATHENSCRUISING THE LYCIAN SHORE CRUISING THE COAST OF DALMATIA:
FROM SPLIT TO DUBROVNIK

Tour Operator of the Year

2015 Gold Award, 2016 Silver Award, 2017 Gold Award, 2018 Silver Award & 2019 Silver Award
- AITO (The Association of  Independent Tour Operators)

Escorted Archaeological Tours, 

Gulet Cruises and 

Private Charters

WWW.PETERSOMMER.COM

Tel: 01600 888 220
info@petersommer.com

“Peter Sommer Travels continue to excel. The tour was a fantastic couple of  weeks of  history, 
archaeology and mythology combined with beautiful scenery, wonderful food and fantastic wine.”

EXPERT-LED ARCHAEOLOGICAL & CULTURAL TOURS FOR SMALL GROUPS

PETER SOMMER

TRAVELS
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